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Recovery Picks Up Speed

•

*

U.S. Economy
Up 6.5 Percent
In First Quarter
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer

A CLASS ALL HIS OWN - Mr. Kandu, owned, driven and trained by
,
A horse show
Talmadge "Buster" Tutt, appeared (left photo) in his la,
Saturday night at the Kentucky Charity Horse Show held at the West
Kentucky Liverstock and Exposition Center Friday and Saturday. The
20-year-old registered Shetland stallion was retired from competition

and presented a purple ribbon. With Tutt and Mr. Kandu at the
presentation were(from left, right photo) Kathy Walston; horse show
co-chairpersons Char., 'Weston and Judy Muehleman; and
Ringmaster James E. Cole, Jackson, Miss. Tutt described his pony as
being "all-heart and all-effort."

Chamber Banquet Scheduled For Tuesday

'Citizen Of The Year'Will Be Announced
The identity of Murray's 1980
"Citizen of the Year" wilfbe revealed
Tuesday at the annual membership
banquet of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
The Citizen of the Year honor hasbeen bestowed by the chamber since
1958. It is in recognition of the efforts
made on the part on an individual
toward the betterment of the community, not necessarily only in the

pi year:
A1S0 -at Tuesday's banquet - 6:30p.m. in the ballroom of the Murray
State University Center - recognition
will be given to the many individuals
who helped prepare Murray's winning
entry in the All-Kentucky City
program sponsored by the state
chamber.
Featured speaker following the
banquet will be Bill Barrett,
nationally recognized authority on

economic development.
New directors on the chamber
board will.be presented to the membership. The current directors include
Holmes Ellis, James E. Garrison, Dr.
Marshall Gordon, Larry Hurt, Sam
Parker, M. Ronald Christopher,
David Graham, Dan Miller, Stuart
Poston, Bill Wilson, Joe Dick, Gary
Haverstock, Allen Moffitt, Jim
Pickens and Chuck Wynn.

Economic Plan Being Pushed
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
With President Reagan conReagan administration, intensifying valescing in the White House from a
its lobbying for the president's gunshot wound, Cabinet members
economic program, is sending high- were instructed to boost the economic
ranking officials around the country package during their travels this
to talk about the plan this week and in- wee,k, said deputy presidential press
viting governors and others to the secretary Larry Speakes.
White House for briefings, a
Reagan invited former President
spokesman said today.
Gerald R. Ford to the White House
The lobbying effort coincides with today to discuss the program and
visits by vacationing members of thank him for agreeing to make a pitCongres‘to their -- home- districts, ch for it in a speech Thursday in Searpresumably trying to gauge the extent cy, Ark. Ford was in Austin, Texas,
of local support for the ad- today attending a bankers' meeting.
ministration's tax-and budget-cutting
Vice President George Bush, on the
program or for rival Democratic road today in Dallas and Raleigh,
plans.
N.C., also was promoting Reagan's
proposals.

Gallery Of
The Arts

April 20, 8:15 p.m., Murray
State University Choir and
Chorus
Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, open to the general
public, no admission charge.

The administration sees the South
as an important battleground for its
program. Officials hope to push
Reagan's plan through the
Democraticcontrolled House by
enlisting the help of conservative
Southern Democrats. _
To that end; the administration has
organized four ,teams of prominent

Retiring board members include
outgoing preSident Paul. Kiesow,
Walter Apperson, Buford Hurt and
Jack Benton.
Past citizens of the year, in order
since 1958, include: Vern Kyle, Dr.
Ralph Woods, Frank A. Stubblefield,
Buford Hurt, Robert 0. Miller, Max B.
Hurt, Holmes Ellis, James E.
Garrison, H. Glenn Dorran, Robert
Moyer, Leonard Vaughn, Dr. Harry
Sparks, Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Fred T.
Schultz, Joe Dick, Z. C. Enix,
Margaret Trevathan, Dr. C. C.
Lowry, Betty Lowry, lir. Alice
Koenecke, Mike Gottfried.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
national economy grew at a brisk annual rate of 6.5 percent in the first
three months of this year as recovery
from last year's recession apparently
picked up speed., th,,ktrunerce
Department rePorted today.•
The increase was the biggest quarterly gain sincethe 9 percent recorded
in the second quarter of 1978, department analysts said.
However, economists inside and
outside government are forecasting a
quick slowdown in the growth rate
over the next few months as inflation
and high interest rates take their toll
on consumer spending.
The new report said the "real"
gross national product the inflationadjusted value of all goods and services- rose at a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 6.5 percent to $1.51
trillion in the first quarter of this year
after rising 3.8 percent in the last
three months of 1980.
The inflation adjustment measures
current GNP in 1972 dollars. Without
the inflation discount, GNP grew 14.9
percent to an annual rate of $2.83
trillion in the first three months of this
year,the report said.
Commerce's GNP implicit price

deflator - a broad measure of inflation - rose at an annual rate of 7.8
percent in the Janliary-March period.
down substantially from 10.7 percent
in the final quarter of last year.
Real GNP had risen 2.4 percent in
the third quarter of last year, but the
secend quarter's 9.9 percent drop was
(Woke. rate pc ALof,1980
downlb-a 0.2 percent aeFfiti---11`rtiyearly decline since 1975.
Continued strength in co9surner
spending helped keep the economy
rolling in the first three months of this;
year, the nett, report indicated
koonornists have said heavy retail
proMotional activities -including thu
big auto price rebate Programs -have contributed to that spending.
Personal constopplion ey nditorP•:
rose a seasonally adjusted $54.4
billion in the first quarter, the report
said.
But that was almost $6 billion more
than the increase in aftertax income.
and most economists have predicted
that Americans will not keep spending
at such a brisk pace over the next six
months or so.
An improvement in the importexport balance also helped GNP rise
with net exports of goods and servic,
rising $1 billion in the first quarter id
ter dropping $21.2 billion in the fini,1
three months of last year.

Metts Asks For Probe

Republicans to tour the South this
week, holding news conferences and
meeting with local officials to lobby
for Reagan's program.
As part of the "Southern strategy,"
eight governors were invited to the - FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - State
The source said the Justice Depart- ned over to his agency for review. He
White House to meet Tuesday with Transportation Secretary Frank Met- ment had been asked to determine said the inquiry was very low-key.
Reagan and Bush. Speakes said most is
confirmed that he asked state whether top officials in Carroll's adThe Herald's source said one are
of the governors are from the South, Justice Secretary Neil J. Welch to in- ministration
applied
political of interest to investigators is the ma:•
but he did not identify them.
_ _ vestigate Kentucky's $610 million pressure to get various road projects ner in which five contracts totalin,i
In addition, 200 regional editors and resource-recovery road program.
underway before the May 1979 guber- $39.9 million for Ky. 80 were a wardet
broadcasters were invited to the
Metts said he made the request natorial primary election.
jointly to East Kentucky Paving e•
White House-for an economic briefing early this year, but declined to give
Deputy Justice Secretary James Grayson and Hinkleito Contractinc
Tuesday. A similaf briefing is plan- details.
Baker said documents had been tur- Corp. of Paris.
ned Wednesday for 180 county' of-The Lexington Herald,citing a sour-.
ficials from,around the country.
Speaket 'called the campaign an said in today's editions the probe in"eduettional effort" sponsored by the volved possible bidding irregularities
White House. He said Reagan's aides and influence-peddling during the ad-4ere "well Aware" of laws restricting ministration of former Gov. Julian
One Section -14 Pages
administration lobbying, and said Carroll.
2
AceS
-travel expenses would be paid by the
The source said paving contracts
Decreasing cloudiness and cool
Classifieds
12, 13
for Ky. 80, a major road in eastern
Republican National Committee. '
tonight. Low in the low 46s. Partly
12
Comics
Speakes said Reagan was "feeling Kentucky, ranged from 16 percent to
Crossword
12 sunny on Tuesday. High in the low
well" Nit not expected to leave the 42 percent above engineers'
3 to mid 60s.
Deaf Abby
White House hiving quarters this estimates, except for one contract
14
Deaths & Funerals
Extended Forecast
week to work in the Oval Office.
that was 7 percent below estimates.
3
Dr. Lamb
Variable cloudiness and cool
5
Farm Page
Wednesday through Friday with
3
Horoscope
a chance of showers Thursday.
2,3
Local Scene
Lows mostly in the 40s and highs
Opinion Page
4
in the 60s.
6,7,8,9
Sports

Road Program Is Investigated

today's index

decreasing
cloudiness

Flooding Reported; Twister Lands Near Slaughters

Severe Weather Strikes Kentucky
By The Associated Press

Heavy flooding was reported in
Hopkins County in the western part of
the state, where state police reported
that cars were stalled because of high
water and roads were inundated by
flooding.
In Central City firefighters and

blocks were set up on incoming city
streets to prevent vehicles from
Flash flooding was reported in
pushing flood water into homes and
several Kentucky -counties and a
businesses. Work crews were also
twister touched down near Slaughters
sandbagged buildings to protect
as a severe weather system hit the
against the water that measured up to
state on Sunder.
A police spokesman said that road- three feet in some spots.
A mobile home, about two miles
west of Central City on Kentucky 70,
was extensively damaged, the police
spokesman said. The person who
reported the damage said it was
caused by a tornado, but officers have
not confirmed that report, he said.
The residents were at home at the
'time but were not injured, he said.
Several trees were also knocked
down across roadways in Muhlenberg
County,officials said.
Uprooted trees blocked roadways in
Greenville,according to police.
The state police in Henderson reported water over the roads, stranded
motorists and a few minor accidents.
As of late Sunday, state troopers
hadn't been notified of any severe
property damage or personal-injury
accidents from the thunderstorms.
A tornado caused damage to a farm
in Slaughters, according to Dispatcher Pam Pitts of the Webster County
Sheriff's office. The funnel uprooted
trees, took shingles off a house and
blew away some tool sheds,according
w to police.
A car was also destroyed when a
tree fell on it, according to reports.
The tornado was spotted at approximately 515.M.,police said.
The - National liireatlief Service in
Louisville issued a flash flood warning
through Monday morning for most of
the state.
'SWING YOUR PARTNER'--The Square-A-Naders square dance group did some fancy stepping Friday and
The service asked residents not to
Saturday on the court square as part of the downtown festivitiespithe Gallery of the Arts celebration. Formventure near streams or creeks,
ed in 1959, the group practices western style of square dancing &ice a month at the Woodmen of the World
which were swollen by the heavy
Building. Various art displays and musical groups performed during the two-day Festivities.
rains.
police officers set up roadblocks and
sandbagged buildings late Sunday,
trying to cut down on damage from
flood water caused by heavy thunderstorms.

Pogue To Speak At
MSU LibraryMeeting
An organizational meeting of a
"friends of the library" group at Murray State University will include an
address by Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, prominent alumnus and historian.
Efforts have begun to establish an
"Associates of the Murray State
University Libraries," an organization designed to promote the importance of the campus libraries to the
region, according to librarian Dr.
KeitheM. Heim.
Additional objectives are to interpret objectives and programs, and
seek donations of funds, personal collections, rare books and valuable
manuscripts, providing materials
which could not normally be purchased from budgeted funds.
Scheduled from 6-9 p.m. Friday,
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue
April 24, in the main reading room of
the Pogue Library, the meeting will in 1931 at the age of 18. He will be
begin with a reception. The business returning to the- campus to attend the
50th anniversary celebration of his
meeting will start at 7 p.m.
Following the business session, graduating class during Alumni
Pogue, author of the biography of Day, April 25.
Gen. George C. Marshall, will speak - Pogue has served as director of the
on "The Quest for George Marshall." George C. Marshall Research FounMarshall was chief of staff of the dation and the Marshall Library in
Lexington, Va.. and .of the Thiight I).
U.S. Army during World War II.
-Pogue-has published the first three Eisenhower Institute for Historical'
volumes of the biography and is Research in Washington.
presently working on the fourth and
The Oral History Institute at Murfinal volume. In his talk, he will ray State was named in honor of
discuss the use' scholars make of Pogue, a pioneer in oral history
libraries.
techniques. Murray State's Special
A native of Crittenden County, Collections Library was named for
Pogue graduated from Murray State Pogue last year.
•
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•'Life is like an ice cream
cone, you have to learn to
lick it.- - Charles M.
Schulz.

41k.
-

LUNCHEON SPEAKER - Harry Cartwright, contemporary American primitive
artist, will speak on -Trends in Traditional Primitive Art" at the luncheon by the
United Campus Ministry of Murray State University on Wednesday, April 22,
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in the Ohio Room of the University Center, Room 304,
MSU. Cartwright has produced over 800 paintings in nine years and is-widely
travelled. He is a member of the Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce, the
Murray Art Guild, and attends the Memorial Baptist Church. He maintains his
studio-gallery, "Ninety Four East," just off Highway 94, four Miles east of Mureay. UCM luncheons are for students, faculty, and interested persons from the
surrounding community. Coffee is furnished by the UCM and persons may purt the te-1 ioom oucafeteria and take to the Ohio Room for the lun1
mg
,
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The same philosophy pertains to trump suits. It's not
enough to learn how to play
the combinations, one must
also learn not to touch. the
trumps at all.
Declarer's diamond ace
won the first trick and he
impulsively led the king of
trumps. East ducked waiting for a second lead, but
declarer saw that he had
erred. Too late now, declarer played the two high clubs
and led a third round for
West to win. East discarded
his low spade and West had
no problems about his next
lead. He was sure that
declarer had a losing club to
ruff. so it couldn't hurt to
lead a trump. West won the
trump ace and led a third
trump and declarer's game
was gone. The defense took
two clubs, a heart and a
game went
one down.
Declarer makes his game
if he doesn't touch the
trumps. After winning his
diamond ace, he leads three
rounds of clubs and West is
in. Regardless of what West
leads, he can do no harm.

Anniversary Event Planned

IRA G. CORN, JR.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Declarer's fourth club s
Willis
will be hoqpred on the
ruffed with dummy's trump
ten and the defense is held occasion of their golden wedding anniversary with a
to only three tricks.
Note that the defense fails reception on Sunday, April
if East takes the first trump 26, from 2 to 5 p.m. at their
and leads another. When home in Buchanan,Tenn.
West gets on lead with the
Hosting the event will be
third club, he will have no
their daughters and sons-inNORTH
4-211-A
law, Jim and Jean Riley of
•9 6 3
Memphis, Tenn., and
•10 7 5
Hughlette and Lucrecia King
•K 7 4 2
4 A 76
and Randell and Judy
WEST
EAST
Beasley of Buchanan,Tenn.
•KJ85
•Q 10 7 4
Mr. Willis and the former
V A 43
•62
Lora Lassiter were married
•QJI0
•9 8 6 3
•Q 10 9 8
•J 3
April 18, 1931, at Murray,
SOUTH
Ky., by the late Rev. H. B.
#A 2
Taylor. He is a retired
,KQJ98
mechanic from Paris Ser•A 5
•K 5 4 2
vice Center and she is
retired from Clippard Plant.
Vulnerable. North-South
They have four grandDealer. South. The bidding
children and attend the
South
West
North East
Blood River Church of
Pass
2V
Pass
Christ.
4,
Pass
Pass
Pass
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend- the
Opening lead
Diamond
celebration on Sunday.
queen

Ur. and 'Ws. Chester Willis

trump to lead and declarer

will enjoy an undeserved
club ruff
Bid with Corn

nth;•. holds_ , 4-20-111

First District PTA Plans Meet

itZ:11,35.101.

taVC-kRi.; - 0..*
.
•
ficers for the coming year
The Spring Conference of
TKQJ98
the First District Parent- superintendent, Fulton City will be -held. Mrs. Pat
•AS
Teacher Association will be Schools; Charles Ford, prin- Earles, state PTA president,
4K 54 2
held Thursday, April 23, at cipal, Lowes; Ruth Carneal, will report on the nominating
6:30 p.m. at the East College Fancy Farm,teacher; Helen committee for the new ofSouth
North
Monday, April 20
Tuesday, April 21
School, Cleavenger, Paducah, ficers.
'Elementary
1,
I NT
Calloway County Associa.Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Registration will begin at
Mayfield.
parent; Dionna Jones, Tilghtion of Retarded Citizens will First UnitedNethodist Chur6:30
p.m. and the meeting
We
Can
Make
It
Together
student.
man,
ANSWER: Two no trump.
have its annual potluck sup- ,ch will be at 7 a.m.
will be called to order by
Invitional to game and FY' - Happen" will be the subject
per at the Comprehensive
The election of new of- Mrs. Norman Blakely at 7
ner should accept with rn 'of the program to be presenAclivide4- 4:the senior,,,
- -deYnUon will be
citizens will b,e from 10 a.m.
Street, rat 6:30 p.m.
given by Galen Langston,
--to 2 p.m. at the Douglas Send bridge questions to The Aces
Spiritual Life Chairman.
Box 12363. Dallas Texas 75225
Tuesday, April 21
Center with lunch at 12 noop. PO
with self-addressed stamped envelope
Martin's Chapel United
for reply
Methodist Church Women
Murray Optimist Club will
will meet at 7 p.m. at the meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
church.
Tea Party.
Begin losing weight immediately
Lois Ruiz presented the tend the state convention in
with maximum-strength Super Uprogram on "Natural Louisville,June 26 to 28.
Free blood Pressure check
rines reducing tablets and Net Km
Bessie Tucker Circle of
STANFORD GIRL
It takes over where your will power
Resources of Kentucky" at
will he from 12 noon to 2 p.m. First United Methodist ChurHostesses were Mary Ann
leaves off A government appointed
at the Seventh-Day Adven- ch Women will meet with Mr. and Mrs. Richard the meeting of the 2f,i Alpha Barrow, Debbie Lyons, and
panel of medical and scientific exof
Germantown,
Stanford
perts has reviewed the clinical tests
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Lois Ruiz.
tist Church, South 15th and Betty Lowry at 9:30 a.m.
of the maximum-strength ingredient
Tenn., announce the birth of Phi held April 2 at the Ellis
Sycamore Streets,
Also present were Ila" in SUggeOdrinex, and has termed it
a baby girl, Amy Virginia, Community Center.
"sale and effective' tor appetite conBrown, Barbara Chilcutt,
Bazaar Workshop of First
trol and weight loss You eat less.
weighing
six
pounds
nine
The
president,
Vicky
Rheanetta
Coleman, Linda
Murray Assembly No. 19 United Methodist Church
and turn food and excess tat into
burned-up energy instead of extra
Order of the Rainbow for Women will be at 9:30 a.m. ounces, born on Monday, Holton, presided, at the Darnell, Brenda Estes,
weight Use only as directed Try
13.
April
meeting which was opened Mary Graves, Cathy MarSuper Odrinex today It works, or
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at at the church.
your money back
the
former
The mother is
with members standing and cussen, Wanda Miles, Joyce
the Masonic Hall.
Revco, Leo
50 TABLETS -$2.79
Diuguid
of
Murray.
Nancy
repeating the opening-Vitual. Nunnally, Laurie Rollins,
Wednesday,April 22
D.scouni Nice 110 TABLETS -$4.59
Grandparents
are
Mr.
and
Hazel
and
Reports
were
Douglas Centers
given by of- Peggy Shoemaker, Joyce
Music Department of MurMss. G.-R. Stanford, Sr., of
YOU need all
ray Woman's Club will meet will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 Murfreesboro, Tenn., and ficers and committee chair- Thomas, Debbie Villaflor,
p.m. for, activities by the
men.
.
Barbara Williams,and Glen-theREVCO
Senior Citizens with lunch at MrsTrim-Diiigind of Murray.
Plans were discussed to at- da Wilson.
you can get
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Parents
Anonymous will
„
_
Douglas at 12 neon.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 435Overeaters Anonymous
4385.
will meet at 12 noon in the
In Friday's paper of The Murray Ledger
basement of the Baptist
NEW YORK (AP) — Bette "I was on a set only once
Kappa Department of
Student Center, Waldrop and Davis, whose distinctive
and
Times, The Showcase's ad was inwith a girl playing a part in a
Murray Woman's Club will
ChestnutStreets.
correct. It should have read, Susan and
smoking style is an acting film of mine stark naked. I
meet at 7 p.m. at the club
trademark, says she -learn- was in a state of absolute
Chuck will be married May 16th.
house.
United Campus Ministry ed to swear and smoke"
horror."
Ellis Center will be open luncheon will be at 12:30 when she first went to
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- p.m. in Ohio Room, 304, Hollywood so "they would
tivities by the Murray Senior University Center, Murray think! was an actress."
Citizens with exercise at State University, with Harry
Miss Davis, in an inter10:15 a.m., \ lesson on Cartwright, local artist, as view published in the May
"Parkinson's Disease" at speaker.
edition of the Ladies' Home
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon,
Journal, said she arrived in
Ladies day activities will California as a non-smoking,
psi C)
12:30 p.m.
be held at the Murray Coun- non-drinking, "silly-looking
Retirees of Local 1068 try Club with golf at 9 a.m., person."
UAW of the Tapan Company bridge and tennis at 9:30 "I thought, `What can I
and retirees of other locals a.m., and luncheon at 12 do?" said the Academy
are scheduled to meet for a noon with Cathryn Garrott Award-winning actress. So
covered dish supper at 5:30 as chairman.
•
she started smoking.
p.m, at the First Christian
"I discovered that I could
Delta Epsilon Chapter of do a lot with a cigarette in a
Church.
Sigma Theta Tau will meet drama," she said. "I don't
Ticket sales drive for the at the Colonial House just take two puffs and put it
Charity Ball on May 30 will Smorgasbord at 5;30 p.m. down.I smoke.I never inhalstart with volunteers to call for dinner and for prayer at 7 ed, which gave it a very
Murray homes to take ticket p.m. with Juanita Fleming, peculiar look."
orders.
RN., Ph. D., FAAN, as
Mannington Aristacon
Miss Davis, 73, said she
speaker.
pities modern young acSale Thru May 15
On
Off
Registration for the
tresses who have to strip in
Purchase-Pennyrile Area 4movies. She said she never
Vinyl 6-9-12 Ft.
H Horse judging competition
$199
would have agreed-to that.
Reg.
$4.99
In
will begin at 9 a.m. at the
Stock
Sale
%.
"Never! Never!",she said.
West Kentucky Livestock
The Retirees of the Local
In Stock Rubber
and Exposition Center.
$399
UAW of the Tappan ComPer Sq. Yd. 8 UP
Back
Shag
Murray State University pany and retirees of other
Brass Quintet will perform locals will meet for a
The harpy eagle is an enIn Stock Hi-Low
at 8:15 pkrn. in the Farrell covered dish supper on
dangered
species because its
• $699
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Tuesday, April 21, at the
Shags
habitat in South America's
Per Sq. Yd. 8. Up.
Center, MSU. There is no ad- Fellowship Hall of the First
rain forests is disappearing
Christian Church.
mission.
This monthly event is for rapidly. It has a wingspan of
In Stock
Murray TOPS ( take off all retirees and their 7 feet and weighs as much as
$799
pounds sensibly I Club will families and also for retirees 20 pounds. It can fly as fast
Saxony Carpets
Per Sq. Yd. 8 UP
as 50 miles an hour.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health of other locals.
('enter.
Carpet & Vinyl Remnants
•A 2

Coming Community Events
Monday, April 20
Monday. April 20
Professional Secretaries
Front Porch Swing will
its
rehearse at 7 p.m. at the International will have
at
Banquet
Night
Executive
Church.
First Christian
[
7
_-tbe..„ University Ider-Au
Theta Department of Mur- ray State University, at 6:30
ray Woman's Club will have • p.m.
an open meeting at 7:30 p.m.
Chorir's,
Community
with the program by directed by Dr. Irma Collins,
Southern Harmony Singers, will practice at 7:30 p.m. at
arranged by Dr. Ray the Calloway Public
Mofield.
library.
-- Murray Lodge No. 105
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Family Restaurant.
lodge hall.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the -Health
Center, North Seventh- and
Olive Streets.

Thru Thurs.
7:15,9 10
,Bamt Danis

(bemuses RI

to Keep Net

-

Carom!Or • 753.3314

Winsome Sunday School
Class of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.

Ends Thurs.
7:00,9:25
tf you ne really to iove,

74e ,es-PUCKAAD DRIcTIJI5
A.•c 01. US011,41
%POWS*

t•

Thru Than.
7:00,9:30
• sod
',randI,,•

E‘CALIBUR

XCALIBU
Thru Thurs.
7:15,9:00
RINGO WPM
BARBAAARAOI

fawn
ro3v,vID).
3
Ends Thurs.
7 00.9 15

4."

Chestnut Si •753-3314

0

Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring Baptist Church Will have
a salad supper at 630 p.m.
at the church.
Children's Theatre will
present "The Musicians of
Bremen" at the Murray
State University Theatre,
Fine Arts Center. Admission
will be 50 cents per student.
Spring concert by Murray
State University Choir and
Chorus will be at 8:15 p.m. in
the Recital Hall Annex, Fine
Arts Center, MSU. This is
free;and open to the public.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon for Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today
with Cathryn Garrott, chairman of the hostesses.
Ticket sales drive for .1he
Charity Bail will begin with
volunteers to call Murray
homes to take ticket orders
for the May 30th event.

Show Your Clear
Appreciation
For
Secretaries Week
April 20-24

Lois Ruiz Gives Program
At Xi Alpha Delta Meet

Bette Davis Said Started Smoking
As Acting Trademark For Career

Gene & JO's
Flowers
S. 9th — 753-4320

NT

20 A

Retirees Of I TA fr
To Meet Tnesdav

Harpy Eagle

On Sale Every Day

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.

•

Senior Adult Group of
First Baptist Church will
CLASS AUCTION—The seventh grade math class
meet at II a.m. at the chur-ch - from Calloway
Middle-, under the direction of Mrs.
to go to Grand Rivers for
Patricia_ Allbriften, recently participated in an auction.
lunch at the Iron Kettle.
Singles Class of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Joe Smith
Carpet Center
South 4th Street
Murray, lry. 753-6660

Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 im. at the First
United Methodist Church.

end a Floral Desk Set From

CORRECTION

II

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dexter ('enter.

06
0
.
0..
.•

Start losing
weight today

The students wrote to various people and
organizations, asking for items to be donated for the
auction. The stadents used math points earned during
the six weeks for their money. Timmy Manning served
as the auctioneer.

Professional
Installation

Professional
Carpet
Cleaning

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-4
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HEALTH

Special .-letii•ities—

Planned By Women Of Murray
Country Club On Wednesday

Persistent cough
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR READER -- You
were wise to seek medical
attention. A cough can be
caused by a host of different
factors: including tuberculosis. cancer, various lung disorders and even a tumor of
the larynx. Anyone who has a
persistent unexplained cough
should see a doctor as soon as
possible By persistent I mean
a cough that lasts 10 days or
more.
Of course. I can't guess
what causes your cough. Having been so thoroughly evaluated, though, helps to rule out
many serious causes. The
three years you have had it
suggests it is not caused by
cancer_
There are two suggestions
See a specialist m ear, nose
and throat diseases and have
him check your ears That's
right, your ears Ear wax can
cause a chronic cough. which
is nonproductive as you
describe Stimulation of the
auditory meatus stimulates
Arnold's nerve and causes an
irrepressible desire.to cough.
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column you stated that You won't like to hear this
Michelangelo was a homosexual. Abby, that was only a but some people do develop a
rumor, not an established fact! It was started by Pietro chronic cough from psychoArefino, a columnist and professional blackmailer who had logical cweses If your ears
clean . içt.. healthy, you
t•-• ,1441$00ssialigelo for some free drawings and was are
might ask tor psychological
ignored. To get back at the artist, Aretino stated that counseling to see if that could
Michelangelo was a homosexual, a -rumor that has coma be a factor.
down through the ages.
Meanwhile I would like to
Ask Irving Stone, the author of 'The Agony and the remind all my readers that a
Ecstasy." He probably knows more about Michelangelo cough from a cold is one
than anyone living today. Stone spent years researching thing, a chronic cough anothThe causes of cough are
Michelangelo's life, and had there been any proof of his er.
discussed
The Health Lethomosexuality, I'm sure it would not have been omitted ter numberin 8-10. Cough.
How
from his book.
and When To Treat It. which I
CLARA STUART am sending you Others who
want this issue can send 75
DEAR CLARA: I forwarded your letter to Irving 'cents with a long, stamped.
Stone, world renowned historian and biographer, self-addressed envelope for it
tog-ether-AVith— iffy-42.-Wn" urgent
'
1411eIp" message. Ills per. P(). Box 1551.
Radio City
prompt reply (in part):
Station. New York. NY 10019
DEAR DR LAMB
Mv
DEAR ABBY: Your correspondent, Clara Stuart, is doctor put me in the hospital
for an angiogram It showed
entirely right, and quite knowledgeable in the bargain.
During the three years that my wife, Jean, and I lived in that 80 percent of the right
Italy researching the life of Michelangelo, we conferred in carotid artery was occluded
considerable length with all the authorities among the right at the barication his
words, "a
lesion:
Italian historians, art critics and medical doctors who had Dr Lamb.significant
I have no ill feelmade biographical studies of the time. In not one case did ings at all I have suffered
we find a scintilla of evidence to support the accusation that with high blood pressure but it
Michelangelo was a homosexual!
is fine now The doctor says I
It is important to note that no one else alive at that time in neeil an operation and also
Florence or Rome, either in correspondence, diaries, that I am taking a chance ot
journals or published accounts, ever made such accusations having a stroke whether
have the operation or not. I
against Michelangelo. Nevertheless, because of Aretino, the have
always
in the
charge continued to be repeated by published authors who saying. 'Neverbelieved
trouble trouhad made no attempt to verify it.
ble until trouble troubles
This charge of Aretino troubled me greatly, and I spent you. What do you suggest'
endless time trying to track down the truth. As Clara Stuart
DEAR READER
There
suggests, had I been able to prove Michelangelo's homo- is no yes or no answer regardsexuality, I would have felt obliged to include it in his life's ing the advisability of
story. I don't need to assure you, Abby, that I evaded surgery Yes.. there is- some
risk and the risk includes a
nothing. However, there are still some few people who postoperative
stroke. And it is
continue to perpetuate this charge against Michelangelo, difficult to go through such
but they offer absolutely no proof except the Aretino surgery But a severe obstrucslander.
tion of one of the two main
I do hope that you will find a few lines in your column to arteries in the neck is a good
quote Clara Stuart, and you may,of course, use anything in indication to have it opened
this letter that you may want or need for confirmation. Several different procedures
are used in such cases.
Cordially,
You have two main carotid
IRVING STONE arteries,
one on each side of
your windpipe and two main
* * *
arteries that pass up the spine
-and into the skull. The four
DEAR ABBY: My wife, Viola, and I disagree. I contend are Connected together to prothat eating oysters improvea one's sexual prowelis. My vide different routes for blood
beloved Vi claims otherwise. A $10 bill rides on your answer. to your brain. That is why you
RANDY IN MILWAUKIE, ORE. have not had any symptoms.
can't make your decision for
you but I can tell,you that
DEAR RANDY: That oyster story is an old (fish) many people have had such
wives' tale. Shell out a ten-spot for Vi.
surgery and have done just
fine.
,
DEAR DR. LAMB — For
the past three years I've been
coughing. I never have any
phlegm or mucus...11 am 57
veal-s old, have never smoked.
I've seen several doctors concerning this. including an
allergy specialist. Prior to
that I had a lung specialist

who even looked into my
lungs. Nothing has been found
to cause the cough. Any medicines I have taken have been
fruitless. It seems that the
cough gets worse in the evenings. Do you have any suggestions' I need something done
about this.

Deatt,

By Abigail Van Buren

Michelangelo's Ecstasy
Not Full of Gaiety

* 5*

You're never too young or too old to learn how to
make people like you. Get Abby's new booklet of
practical advice. Send $1 and a stamped (35 cents),
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Popularity, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

FIRST BffiTHDAlt- Amanda Michelle Knight of Coldwater was honored at a buffet dinner in celebration of
her first birthday on Sunday, April 12, at at 2 p.m. at
her home.She was born April 13, 1980, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Keith
Knight. Others attending the celebration were her
brother, Shone Knight, her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Duvall, Mrs. Isabelle
Cunningham, Mrs. Edith Hutchins, MiChael Sanders,
Brenda Sanders, and Brian Duvall.

In
Program Planned At
11u.sie Department Meet On Tuesday

native Syria, Tina Olson will
review the Vienna Boys
Choir phenomena, and Ruth
Howard's • Murray High 4-4-81
French Club, LeCercle Fran- NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Rodgers, baby boy Robcis, will also perform.
Mrs. Burges has a small bie) Rt. 1, Box 306, Murray.
Waldvogel, baby boy
class of seventh grade French students who will sing. Sara ) 509 W. Washington,
Jan Witson, club member, d S,Tenn:
DISMISSALS
will present Greek music.
Mrs. Morine Grooms, 1114
NEYT
Poplar, Murray; Mrs.
NERgE
Deborah L. McWherter and
Se MILES
baby boy, 206 Irvan, MurThere are 45 miles of nerves ray; Mitchell J. Thomas, Rt.
1, Sedalia; James M.
in the body.
Phares. Kirksey; Karen
Beth Waldrop, Rt. 1,
Sedalia.
Mrs. Pamela G. Jones, 719
South Fourth, Murray;
William S. Mason, Box 2638,
Frances Drake —
University Station, Murray;
FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 2l. 1981
Joe Dale Holland, Rt. 3, MurWhat kind of day will tomor- secret.
ray; Robert Shayne
ro% be? To find out what the AQUARIUS
Lassiter, Rt. 1, Hazel;
stars say, read the forecast (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
James C. McDaniel, Rt. 3,
given for your birth Sign.
Avoid
career-related
Marie
K.
arguments. Friends are very Murray':
ARIES
Street.
Fuhrmann,
Main
1605
helpful
now.
An
unusual
move
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 I 111
14
Ideaticric pursuits get the regarding business works to Mtirray.
Michael S. Perkins, Rt. 2,
go-ahead, but material con- your advantage.
cerns are problematic. News PISCES
Hickory; Charles William
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
from a distance gives your
Nance IL Rt. 6, Murray;
You'll rebel against advice
spirits a lift.
pertaining.to money, but later Mrs. Martha Jane Garner.
TAURUS
you'll' benefit from early- 1102 Keane Avenue.
( Apr. 20 to May 20 I t$
evening
career developments. LaGrange; Mrs. Fredda K.
Secret worries may trouble

Your Individual
Horoscope

11

April 24 will be
the last day to
reserve YOUR
spot on Murray
Cable-News 13.
Get YOUR
reservatjon in
EARLY!-

Payment with
Reservations, please.
For More Info: Contact Kathie Lyles 753-1916

pp-to-date news at your fingertips 24-hours

Van- hihrrnann
Showing It or/is
Public !Aran

7".

'Announcing
Debra
Geurin, bride-elect of
Wesley Kyle, has selected her pottery and accessories from our bridal
registry.
Debra 8. Wesley will be
married May 23, 1981.
'

•

a close tie. Be supportive
Favorable financial or job

4124--g
ftpt

ATTENTION
POLITICAL
CANDIDATES!

9 a.m. No. 1 tee - Frances Booth, Barbara Stacey, and
Hulse and Jerelene Sullivan. Judy Krouse.
9,05 a.m.. No. 1 tee..- Toni
10:20 a.m. No. 1 tee- LorHopson, Cathryn Garrott, raine Maggard, T. L.
Inus Orr, and Anna Mary Eckerdt,and Lois Keller.
The Ladies Day Golf
Adams; No. 4 tee- Madelyn
Lamb, Nancy Fandrich, Association held its annual
Margaret Shuffett, and Sue Tee Off Coffee on April 15
with the ladies day golf comCostello.
9:15 a.m. No. 1 tee - mittee composed of Diane
Evelyn Jones, Dorthy Fike, Villanova, Pam Mavity,
Mary Bogard, and Betty Jo Doithy Fike, and Euldene
Purdom; No. 4 tee - Diane Robinson as hostesses.
Villanova, Venela Sexton,
Betty- Lowry, and Faira
Alexander.
9:25 a.m. Nth 1 tee - Chris
Graham,
Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Rowena Cullom,
The art work of Mary
and Euldene Robinson; No. 4
tee - Mary Watson, Jo Ben- Fuhrmann is now being
son, Exie Hill, and Louise shown at the Calloway County Public Library and may
Lamb.
9:45 a.m. No. 1 tee - be seen through the month of
Rebecca Irvan, Sadie West, April.
and Edith Garrison.
Fuhrmann received her
10 a.m. No. 1 tee -•Leisa M.A. in art at Peabody ColFaughnr Peggy Shoemaker, lege -in Nashville and has
and Rainey Apperson.
dope graduate work at
10:10 a.m. No. 1 tee - Bar- Boston University and the
bara Malinauskas, Molly University of North
Carolina. She has.taught art
in public and pr
.
0;ate schools
and has recently taught
some classes at the Murray
Rogers, 1624 Miller, Mur- Art Guild where she is a
ray; Mrs. Marie J. Lassiter, member.
2022 Gatesboro, Murray.
Her work includes some
Robert J. Pierce, 39 Shady life drawings, scenes and
Oaks, Murray; William V. florals, and she works with
Pinson, 207 S. Blakemore, oils, charcoal, copte and
aniticT. --4
"
1`• Maxey, 228 North Fifth,
Her work is on display •in
Mayfield; Elbert 0. Alex- the center of the main
ander, Rt. 6, Murray • Mrs. lit.ary and the public is inHoy J. Lewman, 1717 Ited to come by and see the
Keenland, Murray
showing.

OSPITIPIEWS

"International" will be the
theme of the program to be
presented at the meeting of
the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Tuesday, April 21, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Pat Weatherly, program
chairman, said the subject
--15 win
-We
Al'maiairTraveler," and the Murray
High Spanish Class under
the direction of Mrs. Debbie
Surges will perform Latim
American Folk Songs.
"Anisa Mahfoud will sing
two folk songs from her

developments mark the late
evening hours.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20
Don't let friends interfere
with job concerns. Ingenuity
pays off at work. Be willing to
change your methods.
Romance blossoms now.
CANCER
(June21 toJuly221 GOO
In 1971, China and Japan
Intuition leads to career sucestablished diplomatic rela- cess, but don't mix business
tions. This ended a state of with pleasure. Children do the
war that had existed for unexpected. Home life is happily accented.
more than 35 years.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Promote creative work. A
family member behaves erratically. Good times after
dark. Romance and hobbies
bring much satisfaction.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Try not to let business
negotiations irk you. Watch
temperament. Lucky financial or domestic developments
possible later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .1Ln
—
Unexpected developments
relate to finances. Be alert for
an unusual opportunity. Lucky
news after dark. Enjoy
creative pursuits.
SCORPIO
((rct. 23 to Nov.21)
Get sufficient rest, for the
work routine can be draining.
Resist impulsive moves. You
benefit from confidential
monetary developments.
SAGITI'ARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Privacy leads to important
insights. Sidestep clandestine
involvements. Later, you'll
enjoy good fellowship with
friends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Friends and family don't
mix favorably, but be willing
to meet new acquaintances. A
lucky career tip should be kept

colorful continuous informative

Special activities for the
ladies of the Murray Country
Club have been planned for
Wednesday.
A ladies day luncheon will
be served at noon with
Cathryn Garrott as chairman of the hostesses who are
Janie Ryan, Vickie Miller,
Ann Haney, Mug Rigsby,
Enid Sanders, .Barbara
Malinauskas, Ruth Pickens,
Rue McCutcheon, Jane
Baker, BeUy stiller, Sue
Overby,and Martha Enix.
Ladies day bridge will be
at 9:30 a.m. with Virginia
Blackburn as hostess.
Also at 9:30 a.m. ladies
tennis will be held.
Ladies day golf play will
begin at 9 a.m. With Pain
Mavity as hostess. Anyone
listed who is unable to play
should contact Ms. Mavity,
Also anyone not listed who
desires to play is encouraged
to come at9 a.m. Wednesday
or call Ms: Mavity at 7538624.
The lineup is as follows:

Ron
Christopher
For

Commonwealth s
Attorney
Calloway & Marshall Counties
4

a
4
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Department
To Meet Tuesday
The Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will meet Tuesday, April 21,
at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Kathy Newton will present
the program Which willbe an
introduction to Arobics to
members who might have an
interest in the program offered in Murray. Members
are asked to dress in sport or
jogging pants.

The(2* Calloway.
County Candidate
Paid Vor

‘Irs. Jean S. Hurt, Treasurer
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Opinion Page
Business $lirror

Looking Back
10 Ve(srs Ago
Throngs of voters came out today in
the summertime weather to vote in
the election which will decide whether
liquor will be made legal for sale in
the city of Murray.
Deaths reported include Fred
Sharp, 77, and Mrs. Naomi Bradley,
89.
Eva Louise Williams, senior at
Calloway County High School, has
been awarded the annual scholarship
by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club, according to Doris Rowland,president.
Births reported include a boy to Sp-4
and Mrs. Billy W. Starks on April 19,
and a girl to Staff Sgt. and Mrs. James
C.Dowdy on April 17.
Ruth E. Cole of Murray has bee appointed to a two years' term on the
State Comprehensive Health Planning Council by Kentucky Gov. Louie
4,B.Nunn.
Clara Eagle, chairman of the Art
Department, Murray State University, has been honored by the Kentucky Division of the American
Association of University Women with
a named $500 grant in the national
fellowship fund.

By JOHN CUNNIFF

NEW YORK AP) — Buying your they advise, "you may have to tap
first home should be exciting, in- other sources."
What other sources? Well, you
teresting and enjoyable, says the
might borrow on your cashvalue life
National Association of Realtors. "On
the other hand" it concedes,"it can be insurance policy. The life insurance
industry doesn't like that idea, as you
a pain in the neck."
After reading the Realtors' list of might have heard, but they can do litpossible sources of funds, some tle about it: They must lend it,
would-be buyers might also conclude generally at a maximum of 8 percent,
that the pain can spread north into the if you ask them for it.
Insurers warn, however, that
cranium and south to the lower back,
borrowing from them cariconceivably
too.
However, the recommendations do endanger you insurancE policy. The
suggest how hard it is to buy a house possibility exists, for instance, that if
these days, when taxes and inflation you fail to meet loan payments your
shrivel the paycheck, and the median policy could cease. In your quest for a
purchase price paid by firsttime home house, that is, you are moving into
areas of risk, and risk have shown itbuyers exceeds $50,000.
The list begins with a reminder that self to be a major cause of stomach,
the financial rule of thumb has been neck and other pains.
Should ybu follow the next
bent. Whereas 25 percent of monthly
income once was considered the suggestion you'll know the pain is
maximum a couple could 'afford for truly physical rather than
psychosomatic. You are advised that
housing,the limit now is 33.
A 33 percent figure can- be "Buying a home that needs work is
achieved,of course, only by cutting in- another way to economize," because
to other spending areas, and while the "Sellers may be willing to lower their
'TALK ABOUT LA Y*
AN EGG!
Realtors don't spell them out, those asking price if they don't have to
areas generally include en- make major repairs...", Those
.tert,„,...,,,Aiejtj-.
400:„;,,,__.:-._,,-.;„..1:_•,1,.:0c-§,i,7:7VglispOw.41_..;111110ade by
sometimes even family size. The pain you.
Ah, but the aches and pains and
in the neck is now spreading perstresses and sacrifices might be wor- ceptibly.
vantage," one high administration ofAn AP Analysis
ment.
Before you can even consider the th it. You are advised that "Once
Results were not released to the ficial commented.
By SY RAMSEY
discomfort, however, you must con- you're in, you'll be able to use the acThe apparent Louisville-area enAssociated Press Writer .
press but The Messenger at Madisonsider how to raise the down payment. cumulated equity as downpayment on
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP4 — It ap- ville quoted sources in a copyright dorsement of the amendment, if the
"Draining your savings account is your second purchase."
pears too early to make an educated story as saying the poll, by five-month-old poll is accurate, also
You have won another chance. You
the most obvious way," the Realtors
about the fate of the succession Washington, D.C., pollster Bill could fly in the face of rural opguess
report. 'But if you come up short," have won the right to do it again.
amendment which will be"'on the Hamilton, was commissioned by position. Some who are against the
-amendment-1MIralliiirraiStanCeWendell-F.ord-end Walter
November
ballot,
,
_
-However, some signs seemingly Huddleston, Lt. Gov. Martha Layne from non-urban areas will offset the
Point to a probability of passage "the Collins and state Energy Secretary cities trend.
By TOM RAUM
In the end, the outcome could hinge
William Sturgill. It said 34 percent of
basic outlook does not change.
About 1,000 college-age students
Associated Press Writer
For example, a professional poll those polled opposed the amendment on Brown, who has not hesitated to
WASHINGTON . AP) — Americans roamed the halls of Congress several taken last December in populous Jef- and 10 percent were undecided.
make controversial remarks publicly.
spend much more on flowers and days ago lobbying against proposed ferson County reportedly indicated a
The poll on Sloane also is said to
the trend in the last decade
Also,
fireworks than nn candidates for Reagan-administration cuts in substantial margin in favor of has been for Kentuckians to approve have shown a high job rating for
Congress, says Republican fund- student aid.
allowing the governor,statewide elec- constitutional amendments, a rever- Brown — in the 70s — but that is not
Rep. Peter Peyser, D-N.Y., helped tive
raiser Rep. Guy Vander Jagt.
surprising in a governor's first year.
officials and sheriffs to succeed sal of previous patterns.
And that, he contends, is one reason organize the move, sponsored by themselves for four-year terms.
Assuming that the amendment's
Voters gave the go-ahead to a major
not to prohibit political action com- several student groups with the help
The survey was aimed mainly at overhaul in the state's judicial outcome is a referendum on Brown,
mittees that give cash to of college presidents around the coun- assessing the chances of former system. They also approved a new which is what the governor has said,it
•
try.
congressional candidates.
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane for schedule_ of legislative election dates could be in trouble if he trips up in the
One Of the college presidents said he
While final figures aren't in for 1980,
either mayor or county judge,and the which will be fully implemented in the coming months.
Vander Jagt figures that the $60.9 thought the proposed cuts would be amendment question was a sidelight mid 1980s.
In this context, some admillion raised in private contributions "devastating." It was former Rep. which yielded the somewhat surAnother apparently favorable fac- ministration advisers are opting for a
for House races in 1976 came to John Brademas, D-Ind., the prising result.
tor is that all the secondary of- soft-sell approach rather than the
president-designate of New York
roughly 28 cents per American.
week, ficeholders will be stumping for -the media Saturation coverage which
last
finished
poll,
newer
A
- Americans spend 10 times as much University and House Democratic reportedly showed that 57 percent of amendment, whose passage would helped elect Brown in 1979. A decision
on shampoo, four times as much on whip until his defeat in last Novem- those asked would vote for the amend- permit some to stop playing musical on whether to be aggressive or lowfireworks, five times as much on hair ber's elections.
chairs — the game in which they key has not been made yet.
coloring and a total $4 billon, or 7.95
State Deinocrats have not rushed
merely switch offices to skirt the ban
jaer _American"on flower .seeds and
into the fray so far. In fact, they apon succession.
potted plants," the Michigan
The sheriffs, of course, also would pear rather cautious.
Republican says.
Although Brown said he expects the
be expected to promote succession,
Vander Jagt, chairman of the GOP
but this could be a mixed blessing for party to get behind the amendment efCongressional Committee, uses the
amendment proponents because in fort, state Democratic Chairman
figure to butress his support for Dear Editor:
A public hearing on these issues is parts of eastern Kentucky,a sheriff is Tracy Farmer of Oynthiana has not
political action committees that give
A special Committee in Frankfort
shown much enthusiasm.
slated for 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. on April 21, not the most trusted local official.
has been quietly working on school accash to congressional candidates.
Declaring that the amendment
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has said he
at Mason Nursing Auditorium on the
Writing in "The PAC Handbook," a creditation standards that will subMurray State University campus. will campaign vigorously for suc- issue seems headed for voter apnew publication by the Fraser stantially change the educational
Parents and taxpayers will be given cession in what he terms a con- proval, Farmer added that "I don't
Associates, a Washington political climate and opportunities our
an opportunity to learn more and to tinuation of the process to upgrade know that there's any reason for us to
relations firm, Vander Jagt claimed: children will have in the immediate'
get involved if it's going to win big
ask questions about the new school ac- state government.
"Twenty-eight cents a person is a future. Coverage of these far reaching
That may touch off a spirited effort anyway."
creditation proposals. This is the only
pretty small investment. The claims proposals has been scant in regional
Of course, the Democratic Party
hearing scheduled for this region and by many Republicans to battle the
of those who contend Americans news media and but lightly reported
itself in the strange situation of
finds
on
single
governor
the
issue.
little
very
it will undoubtedly receive
spend taco much on politics just won't by the Courier Journal. As a result,
GOP National Committeeman being under a governor who professes
advance notice in the media. Yet
stand up.few citizens were aware that fine arts,
much is at stake. Every parent who Larry Forgy, mentiorgt4e.-.-eternal opposition to "the old politics"
foreign languages, applied arts, and
cares what-kind of education his child natorial prospect in 1983,‘- airiiidY has which includes patronage.
As the Senate Budget Committee vocational education programs were
The apparent logic, therefore, is: If
will receive in the coming budget- sounded a cry of alarm, contending
debated the need for additional Coast scheduled for systematic elimination
cutting years will need to attend. Let that the amendment would give a there's no patronage in another term
Guard money, senators from coastal under the new standards.
us not in the name of budgetary governor an "unchallengeable for Brown, why should the party faithstates noted that some constituents After intense protest by
ful strain themselves to get the amenflexibly destroy valuable educational political machine."
felt the service had too many duties professional groups and interested
dment approved?
whether
is
early
the
The
question
taken
have
decades
programs which
for its relatively limited manpower.
parents, the Committee has reversed
An equally logical answer is that
state GOP, outregistered more than 2
to
build.
Our
deserve
better
children
Sen. J.J. Exon, R-Neb., said there its earlier stance and is restoring
to 1, will decide to close ranks and Brown may not run again in that
they
your
and
at
heed
voice
imthis
were no Coast Guard problems in his some programs slated for removal
make opposition to the amendment its event,but the amendment would reinportant hearing.
land-locked home state bf Nebraska. from the school curriculum. The
force the power of the dominant parofficial platform.
Sincerely,
'Have they ever not come when you specific provisions of that restoration
"If they do, it will be to our ad- ty.
called?" asked Sen. Lawton Chiles,0- are not widely known. Whether or not
James W.Stickler
President
Fin.
our children will be as well provided
Art Education
Kentucky
for under this new plan requires furAssociation
ther study.'

Succession Amendment In Question

Capitol Ideas

'Letters To The Editor

Public Hearing- Set
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Murnev Than ks
publicity we have had throughout the
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Gamma Gamina year.
Sincerely,
chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, I would
Liz Hill
like to thank all the people thNt helped
us with our first softball tournament.
Publicity Chairman
It was a great success for our chapter
and we only hope that the people not
invoyled directly with our chapter had
as much fun as we did.
Dear Editor:
A special thanks goes to Devanti's• The members of the Murray
for donating 10 steak dinners to be Woman's Club wish to thank the many
given for homeruns hit during certain people in Murray who contributed to
innings of each game; to Burger the outstanding success and enQueen for donating 100 coupons for joyment of Lady Bird Johnson's Day
free hamburgers given throughout the in Murray April 14.
game for any homeruns hit; DenMany people contributed their
nison-Hunt, thanks for all your help talents, their time, their money, and
with getting the trophies and t-shirts their enthusaism to make this a
done on time and for the bat that was memorable day. The Garden Departgiven to the most valuable player; to ment of Murray Woman's Club is
Rasche Cycle Shop for its donation of most appreciative of every minute
a glove given to the Homerun berby and every effort spent by all. It was a
winner and maybe most important of pleasure for the committee and all the
all, thank you to Harold Bynum, Ken. members to plan and implement the
Bucy, Ken Cox, Randy Conners, Par- activities. .
yin Hill and Rick Scarbrough for
Mrs. Johnson's, graciousness and
donating their time to help us umpire appreciation was also evident.
some of the games, afterall, we Murray and Calloway County can be
couldn't have had a tournament proud of the impression made and the
without the umpires.
former First Lady will be kept inThe members of Gamma Gamma formed of the progress and continued
had a lot of fun putting- on this tour- revitalization made in our comnament and we hope that the 16 teams munity.
that participated will want to play
Thank you,everyone.
again in our next one.
Sincerely,
Many thanks to the Ledger and
Mrs. Nancy Adams&
Times for its article immediately
s. Barletta Wrather
following the tournament and.jor the
irmen
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 61 years old
and will be retiring at the end of this
year. lam trying to get together some
reference material and other
resources that will help me in planning• for some of the things that will
come up after retirement. I have just
started reading your column in the
Dallas Morning News,and find it very
informative. I noticed recent14 that
you mentioned a specific leaflet of
free information that you send to your
readers for the asking. I was wondering if you have other free leaflets and
what topics they might cover. H.S.
ANSWER: Yes, we do have many
leaflets pertaining to a rather varied
assortment of topics. Of course we
cannot list all of them here, but will
mention the most popular ones. If you
should want to order any of them,
simply send 50e for postage and handling, and address your request to the
proper department.
Tips on Buying Health Insurance...
Dept. T •
Medicare Supplement Tips. . Dept.s

-I'-

20 }ears Ago
The Sixth Grade Classes of Austin
School will cooperate with the Murray
Cleanup campaign work by cleaning
Chestnut Street from Fourth to 16th
Street on April 25.
Deaths reported include Earnest
Elkins,44.
Dr. William Pogut, Gene Landolt,
Jack E. Davenport, Bob McDowell,
fldEd xinge-6, were elected as officers of the Murray Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
The Murray State College Band,
directed by Prof. Paul W. Shahan,
presented a concert for the children of
the Calloway County Elementary
Schools today at the MSC auditorium.
These concerts are co-sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club and the
Fine Arts Department of MSC.
Elected as officers_ of the Murray
Women's Bowling Association were
Mary Alice Garner, Katherine Lax,
Joy Johnson,and Essie Caldwell.
The Calloway Courny High School
Lakers beat Cuba in a baseball game.
Ronnie Roberts and Dan Patterson
were on the mound for Calloway.

:30 Years
Murray High School students
named to the National Honor Society
were Lochie Faye Hart, Sue Jones,
Ann Perry, Nancy Wear,Zetta Yates,
Gene Cohoon, Gene Hendon, and Jenne Jellison. .
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Amanda Taylor,99.
Porty-five'oil men from Calloway,
Trigg, Graves, and Marshall Counties
adopted a program of objects for 195152 at a meeting held at the National
Hotel, Murray, on April 18. H. T.
Waldrop, Graves Hendon;-arid
Charles M.Baker are local officers.
Elected as officers of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Richard Farrell, Mrs.
Gene Dunn, Mrs. David Gowans, and
Mrs.John Robinson.
The Lynn Grove, Harris Grove, and
Protemus Homemakers Clubs entertained their husbands and children
with a community potluck supper and
party held at Lynn Grove SchooL

Bible Thought

Doth not he see my ways, and count
all my steps? — Joh 31:4.
He knows the number of your hairs,
and directs the functions of the very
hugest cells of your body. He impels the
beating of our hearts and the drawing of
our breath, yet many do not know Him
-mg:311101111114111103 'stall.

Today• InHistory

MST
Report on Gaps in Medicare
Dept. G
By The Associated Press
Hobbies (suggestions and
Today isMonday, April 20, 1981, the
bibliography • ... Dept. H
110th day of 1981. There are 255 days
Small Claims Court...Dept.SCC
left in the year.
Home Repair Ripoffs... Dept. HR
Today's highlight in history:
Remember to send your requests to
On April 20, 1775,the siege of Boston
the proper department,at our address began in the American Revolution.
at 114 East Dayton St., West AlexanOn this date':
dria, Ohio 45381.
In 1662, Connecticut was granted a
royal charter extending to the Pacific
HEARTLINE: I am badly in need of
Ocean.
reading glasses, bifocals I guess, but I
In 1934, Shirley Temple's film
cannot afford the prices I have been
career was launched with the release
quoted so far. I just saw an advertiseof "Stand Up and Cheer."
ment in a little sale catalog for a pair
In 1970, President Richard Nixon
of reading glasses for $11.95. Now, I
announced the withdrawal of 150,000
cap afford these, but I don't really
U.S. military personnel from South
trust it. Do you think I should order
Vietnam.
them? P.C.
And in 1972, the Apollo 16 astronauts
ANSWER: We wouldn't advise made a safe landing on the moon.
anyone to buy their glasses'through. Ten years ago: The Supreme Court
the mail. They most ltkely will end op unanimously upheld the connot being what you need and that stitutionality of busing as a means of
money will have been wasted. In fact, desegregating schools.
One year ago: Costa Rica told Cuba
they would probably be as effective as
would dentures or hearing aids pur- it was willing to grant permanent
chased sight-unseen and untested asylum to 10,000 Cubans trying to
through the mail. We would rather leave their homeland.
Today's birthday: Supreme Court
suggest that you try to locate a clinic
which provides good service and a Justice John Paul Stevens is 61 years
lower cost pair of glasses or an op- old.
tometrist who will allow you to make
Thought for today: When you are •
payments. Also,check with your local laboring for others, let it be with the
Medicaid offiee to see if you might same zeal as if it were for yourself. —
qualify for any assistance in the cost Confucious, Chinese philosopher (551of the glasses•
479 B.C.).
I.
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AiRill ElliEbit & PORECAST
Shelton Attends*
'Milk Producers
Meet In Minneapolis

Lubrication, Adjustment Will
Increase Life Of Round Baler

e
A

Michael Shelton, Murray,
represented local dairymen
at the Associated Milk
Praducers, Inc.(AMP!) Annual Meeting in Minneapolis
recently.
AMPI is the nation's
largest dairy cooperative
with 30,000 dairy farm
families in 22 states. Owned
and operated by the
dairymen it serves, AMPI
collects raw milk from the
dairy farm and markets it to
dairy processors. In 1980,
AMPI members produced
approximately 12 percent of
CPR CLASS - The Women's Committee of the Calloway County Farm Bureau
all raw milk marketed in the
recently
sponsored a six-night Red Cross-modular cardiopulmonary resuscitation
United States.
4,class
_the
received
CPR certification
The 1200 elected officials course. Opened t the public, graduates of
_
• chart.- -;patileilitlfil circulation and awareness
at the
are reviewed AMPI opera- of cardiac failure. Teachers for the class were Rex Alexander and Tom Simmons.
tions and established cor- Graduates of the class were Janis Hicks, Lore Landoit, Dap Roach, Linda Roach,
porate polity for the year-- Keith Branson Kathie Branson,Chris Hunt, Terry Twenhofel, Cathy Elias, Mike Burahead. They represent chett, Martha Broach, Ray Broach and Carman Parks. Those interested in signing
up
members in their districts-- for another CPR class are asked to contact the Red
Cross office. Shown is Hicks
and cast ballots to assure ckmonstrating how to
check for a baby's pulse.'
that the one man/one vote
principal governing farm
•
cooperatives is maintained.
This unique aspect of

Soil Testing Practiced More

I

irs

a cooperative allows each
member to determine -his
own destiny.
Local dairymen are part of
AMPI's Southern Region.
The Southern Region, one of
the three regions of the
cooperative, is made up of
4,500 dairy farm families in
Arkansas, Kansas, New.
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas
and parts of Colorado,
Nebraska, Missouri,
Mississippi and. Tennessee.
In 1980, these farmers
marketed 5 billion pounds of
milk. Eighty percent was
sold to Grade A bottling
plants for _producing fluid
milk,ice cream,sour cream,
yogurt and other fresh dairy
products found in local

1.fir

a:4 ai rani

farmers are using soil tests tor of the Ontario soil testing
as a possible way out of the 'laboratory at Guelph,
cost-price squeeze, accor- Canada, says farmers took
ding to a report by Sperry advantage of free serviee
New Holland, a farm and sent in a record 8,000
machine manufacturer.
samples during January

:??;W
LAN D BAN K
•

Outpost Office

4

At The

Murray
PCA Office Building

.- -tilizer dealers are-tending-to
use both commercial labs
and university services to
get the most accurate
results.
"We're suggesting both top layer and plow layer
samples for no-till fields,"
Bandel says. "No-011
nitrogen in the top layer can
knock surface pH and some
of the lies bicides we use."
Ohio State. University soil
scientist, E.0. McLean calls
the soil test program used by
universities a fertilizer "sufficiency" program. This, he
explains, is aimed at getting
a crop yield and a crop dollar
that will more-th2n.pay for
the last half-ton of fertilizer

rliVritui 11151111111(E
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More

Mam• a Perfect GE Day V. •
ser.es 34405354X 117

Our GE Executive II
air conditioner uses
less energy because it's
extra efficient.
The secret's :n the two-speed
compressor It uses an energy
saving low speed most of the
time Then, t automatically.
changes to high speed for quick
relief when the weather's extra
hot

We supply
the dollars fur
change.

The compressor helps

you two ways.
Since a compressor uses more
energy than any part of an air
conditioning system. the GE
aspeed compressor can make
a difference in your electric bill
Runntng most of the time at low
speed saves energy
And the
• uutjuvu _ pa; iiuuaudb
to your comfort too

is an ever changing busines, And with agr, 'rural
credit being our only busir47.sc -were atwas,-ready to change too We r t, the Production L,edit
-:
Asseetatien----inoovatiar. --+R-agiehdini4-Our
loan officers are kno,,vledoe-inie
t'e alPS1

Freezer Sale

agricultural teChniqUes, receptive to

always open to fresh
At PCA we offer several

REFUND NOW!
There's one more great advan
tags to buying General Electric's
best
If you buy now, before
our crews are busy. GE will send
you a $150 cash refund r To
%qualify. installation must be in
a current residence, between
now and May 1. 1981 So you'
save now as well as later

know changes cari,:osi

24.7 cu. ft.

$397"
No DNF 17

/397"

No. C-20

Also Have 15 Cu. Ft.
and 25 Cu. Ft. Chest

In-

Murray Insurance Agency
71134M1

FFA MEMBER OF THE
MONTH - Brad Canter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Canter of Murray Rt. 1, has
been selected as. member
of the Month for March by
the Calloway County
Chapter of Future Farmers
of America. Brad was
selected as a result of winning the Chapter FFA Quiz
Contest. He wal represent
the Calloway Chapter at
the State Quiz Contest in
July at Hardinsburg. He is a
junior at CCHS and is serving as secretary of the FFA
Chapter.

noro 1

and more of themn are ti:irririri

' can readily supply

Calltii=ciwarial;k
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new t-ends arid

.

ervices anci
financing almost any worthwhile productsor
•
pose Agricultural operators ,aroe and stnx +Ike
why mnre
tlie people ItI

doliar; Int chi-Lnoe

PC:A'
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RANDY
THORNTOM

We're agriculture's
leadinglendinghalid.
0 Lets talk!

Heating Et Air
Conditioning
Service _

Jackson Purchase
PCA

Commercial Residential
802 Chestnut Murray

641 North

753-8181

Murray

753-5602

Freezers
Ph. 753-1423
Industrial Rd.— Murray, Ky.

. . ..

IS,

RABBITS

4sk

......

"SERVING THE
e ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

A Very Profitable Business
or
Children's Pet
Male & Female

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
‘
1/ 753-3404
Giain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

1

Variety of Colors

FREE

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

The Last Date To Sign
Up For 1981 All-Risk
Federal Corp Insurance
Is April 25th. Call Us

I

'SAVE NOW.
SAVE LATER

$150 CASH

4W

would like to discuss long-term finan(ing.talk

to us!

re
Iii lir Ceder

Call 436-2372

ittl

Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!

Now For
forTation

,enne

Southern States

_Alan Bendel, University of
Maryland soilsman, says
they have been inundated
, with soil tests in Maryland
as farmers try to cut costs.
There's muck more cornmercial-PA work being done

irnort

If you

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

High interest rates and in-High pricek of .fertilizer applied to the soil.
creased fertilizer costs are are causing farmers to hone
This concept seems to
Operating Practices
causing North American their fertility programs," work best on soils of generalTo undrstand the best
farmers to turn to soil says Jack Baird, Extension ly high, well-balanced fertilimethods of travel to assure
testing more than ever as a soil specialist at North . ty, but deficient in one elegood bale shape, refer' to
way to c6mbat inflated pro- Carolina State -University. ment such as P. K
your round baler operator's
duction expenses by forcing "Many farmers are even magnesium. However, it
manual. By failing to
them to look harder at long- looking over their old soil does not apply to all soil conoperate your equipment as
range fertilizer needs.
test results in order to better ditions, McLean adds.
described it is possible to
USDA agronomist, Harold determine their future ferMost commercial soil reduce baler chain life as
Owens, takes an annual cen- tility needs."
I .
testing labs. use what is well as making poorlysus of soil testing and plant
North Carolina's Depart- known as the..BCSR ibasic shaped bales; Cunningham
analysis by both institutional ment of Agriculture tests soil cation sautration ratio) conwarns.
and commercial labs. He samples free for farmers cept. This is an."idealized
He adds, a very important .
found in 1979, that farmers, and non-farmers, Baird ex- relationship" 'of the soil's
operating practice to avoid
fertilizer dealers and others plains. Last year, he adds, a nutrient cations (positive
is making oversize bales. If
had invested in 3,034,000 soil "whopping" 167,000 tests - ions i An ion, McLean points
an operator consistently
tests-an increase of almosc were completed by - the out, is an electrically chargforces more material into
ten pereent over 1978.
department.
ed atom or_ group ofatoms. the baler after the bale-size
Current figures are not yet
Free soil testing is also beavailable, but the word from. ing greeted with enthusiasm
several' states and Canada in other areas of North

.1111Tiri

foodservice outlets. The remaining milk was used to
manufacture butter, cheese
and non-fat dry milk and was
processed primarily by AMPI owned plants.

indicator reads stop, he is ingham points 4)Ut can ilrows tend tube sina1.
actually creating more reduce your baler life much
By following thweight and strain on all com- quicker than legume-type or guidelines, along
Proper lubtication, ad- ponents - greater than the grass hay crops.
reading over .the roc.
justments -and - some-SUN= --baler was designed to ban. -- Wear on youriciater -Can-f*" maintimanre- informar
dard operating practices will die. The balers are shearbolt greatly reduced by raking provaled in your round ha.
greatly increase your round protected, and the additional two or more windrou operator's manual. you
baler'# chain life,.. and will weight and stress applied to together, particularly in prolong y our chain life wL
also result in better-sales, all components after a full residue crops where win- making better round bales
says Randy Cunningham of bale is indicated prior to
shearbolt failure can cost
Sperry New Holland.
To maximize the life of you in parts failure.
your_soller
them twice a day, preferably
A Variety Of Crops
after the last bale of noon
Round balers with chains
and evening. At these times,- consistently demonstrate
the chains are warm and bet- their ability to bale a variety
ter penetration of the lubri- of crops reliably. However,
Licensed For
cant is possible into vital when crops sii:„Ibm
corn
areas between the sidebars, stover, piarruelize or
between
rollers and sorghum stubble are baled,
bushings and between
they may introduce s011 into
bushings and pins. Proper the bale chamber area.
Murray Ky.
lubrication, even in abrasive
These types of crops,Cunnsoils and crops will greatly
lengthen the chain life.
According to Cunningham,
service analyst for round
balers at the New Holland,
Pa. plant, floor and apron
chains should be adjusted as
Tes-clibeiri-tfie-operator's
manual.
(Part two of a
three-part series)

10 Lb. Bag of Rabbit Food With The Purchase of A Rabbit
4041

BEDDING PLANTS
BULK GARDEN SEED
GARDENING SUPPLIES
TILLERS

FERTILIZER

CHEMICALS AND WEED KILLERS

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLO WAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 — MURRAY, KY.
•

•
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Breds Take Important Doubleheader From Tech
Tucker, Gibbs, Chancellor
Pitch Stellar Games In Wins

ti

P

II
I t

By DAVID HIBBITI'S
Tech lineup for three innings ' When White grounded into
without giving up a hit and a fielder's choice, Blaine
Sports Editor
Knowing it would not get went into the fifth inning scored. An error in cenany second chances,- the with a one-hitter and a 6-0 terfield brought in the final
Murray State baseball team cushion before a Tech rally run of the inning.
swept two games from Ten- produced three hits and
The Breds got their final
nessee Tech at Reagan Field three runs.
two runs in the fourth andfifthis past Saturday behind
With runners on second th innings.
Scott Tucker's complete and third base and only one
In the fourth, Blaine led off
game in the first and the out when Gibbs left the with a single, stole second
combined work of Alan Gib- game, Chancellor got the and was scored by Ronnie
bs and Ronnie Chancellor in final two Tech batters on a Scheer's single. In the fifth,
the second.
groundout and a strikeout.
Boone led off withwa walk,
'I he sweep, by scores of 5-1
Chancellor continued to White followed with a walk
and 7-3, moved Murray sail along as he pitched 2 2-3 and David Scheer's sacrifice
ahead of Austin Peay, which perfect innings and had two fly scored Boone.
lost two games to Middle strikeouts.
Murray State is now 26-16
The Breds scored all their overall while Tennessee
Tennessee State Saturday,in
kijithyslich fell to 18-23. and 2-8 in
;;Aeljohe
-*„Ii44401Atipr—
Valley Conference s an- innings.
colitance?
€1-2
'
Blaine ignited the MSU atdings.
Tech
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -- 1 5 1
Middle is now 7-3, with tack with a two-run home Murray
00 300 3 x — 5 8 2
Joe Fisher, Meacham Evins 16) and
Murray at 6-4 and Austin run that scored David
Chris Pickett. Scott Tucker and Jeff
Peay at 5-5. The Thorough- Scheer in the first inning.
Oakley 28 — Lee Hutson ( M I, Pickett
breds will be at Austin Peay
In the third, Blaine got Ti.
this Thursday for their final Murray started again when
Tech
0 0 0 0 30 0— 3 4 2
conference doubleheader, he was hit by a pitch before Murray
203 1 1 0 x
7 7 2
Randy Callis, Evans (31, Daron
with the final OVC playoff Ronnie Scheer walked. After
41 and Ron Aydelott;
berth waiting in the balance. Hutson struck out, Clay Schoenroek
Alan Gibbs, Ronnie Chancellor (5 and
HE'S OUT OF THERE — MSU third baseman Keith Wisniewski takes a
Langford's attempt to steal third.
Throwing only 65 pitches, Boone's single loaded the Jeff Oakley. 28 — Tim Taylor'Ti,Joe
Fisher T HR - Gary Blame t Mi.
throw from catcher Jeff Oakley to stop Tennessee Tech runner Floyd
the fewest for an MSU pit- bases.
cher in a complete game
this season, Tucker gave up
only a fourth inning run and
five hits while picking up
four strikeouts to record his
fourth win without a defeat,
the second best mark on the
team.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The Manley won the high jump at
Tucker was staked to a 3-0
Murray State women's track 5-8 and the long jump at 19-2
lead when the Breds struck
team finished second to Ken- 1-2 while taking second place
in the third inning.
tucky in the Kentucky in the 200 meter dash with at
Jeff Oakley led off the in, Women's Intercollegiate 25.08.
ning with a walk and was
track meet this past
Other winners for Murray
moved to second on David
weekend.
were Karen Harding in the
Scheer's single. After a
For Murray, Allison heptathlon with 4,139 points
fielder's choice put Carrell
and 1600 meter relay team of
Boyd on base and eliminated
Angela Payne, Agnes Riley,
Oakley, Gary Blaine singled
Glenvira Williams and
to score Scheer.
Diane Holmes in a time of
'A single by Ronnie Scheer
4:02.32. •
brought in Boyd before HutThe 3200 meter relay team
son capped the inning with a
of Diane Stewart, Deanna
double to score Blaine.
Dennison, Holmes and WenMurray gave Tucketsome
dy Slaton set an MSU record
extra runs in the sixth when
Blaine led off with a single,
MURFREESBORO,TN — at 9:26.76 with its second
Ronnie Scheer walked and
In a dual track meet at Mid- place finish.
Hutson drove in Blaine with
dle Tennessee this past
a single. Keith Wisniewski's
weekend, Murray State was
sacrifice fly then scored
defeated by a score of 97-48.
Scheer.
Participating in the
Hutson finished the game
javelin for the first time,
with three hits in three at
'• 44.*
Elvis Forde, won.the event
bats for two'runs'batted in
with a throw of 154 feet, 7 inMOREHEAD,Ky. — After
while Blaine was two for
ches. Forde -also had a per- dropping four of its five
three with one RBI.
sonal best finish of 1:52.00 in singles championship matPERFECT IN RELIEF — MSU pitcher Ronnie Chancellor fires a pitch in the final inning as he saves the Breds'seIn the second game, Gibbs
winning the 800 meter run.
cond game 7-3 win over Tennessee Tech.
ches and winning the numrolled through Tennessee
"We knew when we left for ber three doubles title,
Murfreesboro that we had a Murray State held its grip on
weakened squad," MSU -second
place
while
coach Bill Cornell said."We Morehead passed MSU and
had to leave several injured Middle Tennessee to win the
members of the team Ohio Valley Conference
PADUCAH, Ky. — In its down pass to Charles Pon- ter.
der, who caught four passes eight of 21 passes for 92 yar- betind.
women's tennis tournament
The Blue team was led by for 52yards.
final scrimmage prior to the der.
ds, and by wide receiver
"It was too close to the
Blue-Gold spring game at
The Gold team's lone score Gibbs, who completed nine
The Gold team was led by Greg King who caught three Ohio Valley Conference this past weekend.
Murray was able to win
Roy Stewart Stadium next came on a one-yard run by of 20 passes for 122 yards, by Danny Johnson, who rushed passes for 50 yards
and tight meet to risk additional inthe number four singles title
Sunday, the Blue team backup quarterback Jeff Nance, who gained 95 yards 15 times for 58 yards, by Win- end, who picked up
45 yards jury."
as Carla Ambrico defeated
defeated the Gold, 27-7, at Borowiak in the third quar- in nine carries, and by Pon- ston Ford, who completed onfour receptions.
Murray State will host the Taja Ojla of Middle TenPaducah Tilghman last
MSU Twilight meet this nessee,6-3,6-2.
Saturday.
coming Saturday and will
Sherryl Rouse and Mary
Defensive Todd Surber
then host the OVC meet the McNicholas took
three sets
started the scoring for the
following weekend.
Blue when he picked up a
The Murray State tennis Conference record to 8-1, as
MSU 9. Louisville 0
punt blocked by Ronald
MSU 7, Eastern 2
srrsu 97, Murray 48
Singles Results — Mats Ljunginan
Singles Results — Ljungman lost to
Hopkins and returned it 66 team gave 'coach Bennie the overall mark went to 20- def.
Javelin — Elvis Forde (1st) 154-7,
Mark Alverez. 6-3, 6-1; Terje Per- Todd Wise, 5-7,
6-4,
6-1:
Persson
def.
Purcell his fourth season 20- 9.
'Morris Smith (3rd) 136-4.
yards for a touchdown.
sson def. Paul konings, 6-4, 7-5; Finn Todd Clements,6-2,6-2;
Swarting def.
High Jump — Ernie Patterson I 1st)
Purcell said that his main Swarting def. Glenn Brown, 6-1, 6-1; David Ghanayem, 6-4, 6-4; Costigan 6-6,
The Blue got 17 more poin- win season and his eighth in
Tim Spice (2nd )6-6.
Mike Costigan def. Akim Anastapoulo,
Mark Holstein. 6-2, 6-3; Tisthamts in the second quarter, the last two years as it won goals every year have been 6-3, 6-0; Erik Ttstharnrner def. Greg def.
Discus — Andy Vince(lst)150-0.
mer lost to John Rowlett, 4-6, 7-6, 6-4;
1500 Meter Run — Gary Ribbons
highlighted by Nick Nance's two matches Saturday, 9-0 to win 20 matches and win Combs, 6-4, 7-6; Steve Wille def. Wille del Chuck Gibson,6-2,7-5.
(1st)348-5, Jerry Odhn 13rd I 151-0.
Reggie Ecarma,6-2,6-2.
10-yard touchdown run and over Louisville and 7-2 over the OVC championship, Doubles Results — Persson- Doubles Results — Persson- Pole Vault—Smith(3rd) 14-6.
which is scheduled to be Swa rting def. Konings-Brown,6-3. 6-2; Swarting def. Wise-Holstein, 6-1, 6-1;
Shot Put L Vince (2nd) 50-5, Brian
Gino Gibbs' 21-yard touch- Eastern Kentucky.
The win over Eastern lif- ,played at Murray State later Ljungman-Costigan def. Alverez- Costigan-Steve Massed def. Clements- Fox(3rd)40-71-2.
NURSERY &
Triple Jump— Jim Pace(2nd)49-4.
Combs, 6-4, 6-3; Tistharnmer-Wille Donnie Briscoe, 7-5, 6-3; Tisthammerted the Racers' Ohio Valley this spring.
400 Meter Run — Perry Konantz
def. Anastapoulo-Ecarma,6.3,3-6,6-0. Wille del. Rowlett-Gibson,6-4,6-2.
GREENHOUSE

•

Staff Photos By Das id Hibbitts

MSU Women's Track Team
Takes 2nd To UK In KWIC

MSU Beaten
By MTSU
In Dual Meet

Team Results — Kentucky 249,
Murray State 133 1-2, Western Kentucky 98, Eastern Kentucky 68,
Morehead State 311-2, Louisville 27.
MSU Results
High Jump — Allison Manley (1st)58.
Long Jump—Manley list) 19-21-2.
200 Meter Dash — Manley (2nd)
25.08.
Heptathlon — Karen Harding list)
4,139,Janet Harper(3rd I 3,826.
1600 Meter Relay — 1st (Angela
Payhe, Agnes Riley, Glenyira
Williams, Diane Holmes)4:02.32.
3200 Meter Relay — 2nd (Diane
Stewart, Deanne Dennison, Holmes,
Wendy Slaton)9:26.76 school record).
BOO Meter Relay — 2nd (Payne,
Aleinia Ervin, Williams, Riley)
1:47.28.
10,000 Meter — Cara O'Brien )3rd)
41:06.37.
4
High Jump — Riley (2nd)5-5.

MSU Wins 20th Fourth Straight Season

to defeat Fran Watson and
Sheila Bolin of Eastern Kentucky by a score of 6-3, 6-7, 63 for their doubles championship.
Team Results — Morehead State 36,
Murray State 33, Middle Tennessee 28,
Western Kentucky 15, Eastern Kentucky 13, Austin Peay 4, Tennessee
Tech 2.
MSU Results
Singles Finals — Fran Spencer lost
to Sandy Leslie ( WE), 6-3, 6-1; April
Horning lost to Glenys Wilson 1MT),76, 6-2: Jorunn Eid lost to Carolyn
Newgreen (MT), 6-4, 6-1; Carla Ambrico def. Taja Oils (MT), 6-3, 6-2;
Mar
, Nicholas lost to Jenny Circle
( Mo,
3.
Deus. . Finals — Eid-A.mbrico-lost
to Alison Hill-Jenny Circle(Mo ). 7-5,62; Rouse-McNicholas def. Fran Watson-Sheila Bolin (ER),6-3.6-7.64

BEDDIIGP
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N
0 CABBAGE
BROCCOLI
BRUSSEL SPROUTS

Hoffman's 504

MSU Golfers
Tie For 2nd

(3rd )49-8.
800 Meter Run — Forde list) 1:52.00,
Jeff Stipp(3rd) 1:53.5.
3003 Meter Run — Chris Bunyan
(Ist9 8:23.1, Ribbons(2nd)8:23.2

LEXINGTON, Ky. — In
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
golf tournament this past
weekend, Murray State tied
Eastern Kentucky with a 36hole score of 763 to finish
third behind Kentucky at 731
and Western Kentucky at
760.
Jon Stanley was the top dividual for Murray within*41
a
score of 149. eight shots
behind medalist Jim
Volpenien of UK.
"It was a real good team
effort,” MSU coach Buddy
Hewitt said. "We are
showing signs of improvement."
Team Scores — Kentucky 731,
Western Kentucky 760, Murray State
763. Eastern Kentudy 763, Louisville
777, Morehead Stir te781.
Murray State (382482 — 7031 — Jo..
Stanley ( 74-75 — 1490, Dave Padgett
(75-75 - 1500. Ronnie Overton (77-78 MC Lynn Sulhvan (78-77 — 1550,
David Milts (81-76 -= i57), Brad Boyd
178-81 - 1591.

own
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SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SUN.
94 E. MURRAY,ST.

"TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES
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SILVERANNIVERSARY DAYS
Duiring the month of April Carroll VW is' having a Silver Anniversary
Sellabration -- Gas Rabbits, Scirrocos, Jetta's. Rabbit convertibles,
%/onagers & Camp Mobiles DiscountS Up To $700
.
00

A

EXAMPLE: 2 door, 4 speed

1. model serial No. 6912 Gas Rabbit Fuel

eniection. air condition, floor mats. radial tires. Factory Maproney
Label 7180.00 Anniversary Discount S700.00.

Don't miss this
SHOWING IMPROVEMENT — The number three MSU doubles team of Steve Mlle (striking ball at left) and
Erik Tisthammer won two matches Saturday in the Racers' wins over Louisville and Eastern Kentucky.
•
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MSU Women Hold
2nd In OVC Finals

Blue Defeats Gold, 27-7 In Scrimmage
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Berberich Leads Calloway Hitters

Lakers Cling To One, Rally For Second
Calloway County clung
tightly to one and then bore
down to rally for a second
win in a doubleheader sweep
of McLean County by scores
of6-5 and 5-3 Saturday.
The Lakers, now 9-2, built
a 6-0 lead in the first game
before starting pitcher Don
Hargrove and Dan Key in
relief held off a McLean

Calloway got its first run
in the second inning when
Kris Starks walked, stole
second base and was scored
on a double by Bill Berberich.
The Lakers exploded for
five more runs in the fourth
when Berberich started it
with a single. Jeff Garrison

followed with a single before
Key singled to score Berberich.
The steady assault on
McLean continued as Craig
Darnell drove in Garrison
with a single and Bob Fryr
scored Key with a single.
Hargrove capped the inning
with a two-run single to
score Darnell and Fry.

After.Hargrove suffered a
muscle cramp in his pitching
hand, Key polished off
with three
McLean
strikeouts in the final inning
and two-thirds.
"We made a eouple of
eftors to let them get close,"
Calloway coach Joe
Stonecipher said. "The fourth was the best inning we

have had this year."
Calloway waited a little
longer to decide the second
game as McLean County
scored three runs in the third
inning and carried a 3-1 lead
into the sixth.
Berberich got the Lakers
started again with a single
and a stolen base. Garrison
singled to score Berberich
and Darnell doubled to score
Garrison with the tying run.
After Fry walked, Darnell
scored on a wild pitch and
Fry moved to second.
Hargrove then brought in the
final run with a single.
"It seems we have played
this way most of the year,"
Stonecipher said. "We get
behind add make a
comeback.
"We never quit — until the
final out, we know we always
have a chance to win.
"Once the kids have learned how to win, as they did
twice in the last inning
against MayfieW and Lowes,
it has been a great asset to
the team."
.2r
41044**2for A'
season, with its game
scheduled at Marshall County today called lijeause of
rain.
McLean
0 0 0 0 2 3 0— 5 9 1
Calloway
0 1 0 5 0 0 x — 6 10 3
Logsdon and - Keplinger; Don
Hargrove, Dan Key(e)and Craig Darnell. 2B — Thomas(MI,Sandefur ( M,
Hunt (Mt, Hargrove (CI, Bill Berberich(C).

CUTTING THE CORNER — Jeff Garrison rounds third base on the way to scoring the first run for,-Callovvay
County in a 5-3 win over McLean County.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

McLean
0 0 3 0 0 0 0— 3 8 1
Calloway
0 1 000 4 t— 5 6 2
Abney and Keplinger; Kelly Rogers
and Darnell. 28
Thomas (NI ),Darnell id). 38 —Marty
McCuiston (C).

THE FIREMAN DOES IT AGAIN — Murray pitcher Tony Herndon
(18) is congragulated by catcher Bruce Taylor after he struck out two Christian County
batters to save a 4-3 win for the Tigers.
Staff Photo Bs David Hibbitts

Herndon Saves First Win
TitV".00.• 0
I%
l
ig

County As Heat Takes Toll
After Murray nipped
The Tigers worked the "We are pretty close te
Christian County, 4-3, in the bas for the winning run in being a good club if we can
first game of a doubleheader the sixth when Requarth cut down on our mistakes,"
Saturday,the heat caught up reached on an error at third Murray coach Cary Miller
with the Tigers' pitching base and went to second on said. "We hit the ball exwhen the Colonels rallied for an errant pickoff attempt. tremely hard and really
five fifth inning to win the Pace then singled to Ire made contact (only one second,8-6.
-strikeout in two gamest:
Murray, now 10-5, was
Once Murray had regained "If we keep hitting .the
trailing in the first game,3-1, the lead, Herndon entered ball, a lot of things can hapafter Robin Roberts had the game in relief of Roberts pen.
allowed Christian to score all with one out
the seventh
— I think- we .. were
its in the third inning.
and runners at first and physically tired in the
While Roberts settled second base.
second game,and we tried to
down to pitch 6 1-3 innings The irrepressible Herndon rest some people."
with six strikeouts and four came out firing as he struck
Murray, now 10-5, faces its
walk, the consistent Murray out the first Christian and hit toughest week of the season
hitters staged another the second. The bat, as it it,sdheduled to play
comeback in the fourth.
however, barely left the Paducah Ullman at home
After Tony Herndon shoulders of the next batter' at 4 p.m. today, Marshall
singled, Eddie Requarth as Herndon whiffed him for County here at 7:30 p.m.
reached base on an error and the final out and his second Tuesday and Calloway Counmoved Herndon to second. save of the season.
ty at home at 4 p.m. WedAfter a groundout forced Roberts got the win to nesday.
Herndon at third base, Jon bring his record to 2-1.
Billington singled to load the Although Roberts came Christian
00 30000— 3 7 5
1 0 0 20 1 x — 4 5 3
bases.
back in the second game to Murray
P'peol and Smith; Robin Roberts,
David McCuiston then smack a leadoff home run in Tony
Herndon I 7)and Bruce Taylor
reached on- an error by the the second inning after the
Christian Shortstop, scoring Tigers had pushed three'hiurray
.
3 1 1 0 0 1 0— 6 6 4
Requarth, and Vic Marshall runs across in the first, the Taylor,Harbold 6)and Smith: Hunthen walked to score Pace length of the day eventually flue Pace, Herndon .51 and Wade
Smith. Taylor (6). HR- Knight !C).
made the difference.
and tie the game.
Roberts M I

in

One Of Two Best Will Meet One Of Two Worst
By The Associated Press
Only one of the two teams
that tied for the best record
in the National Basketball
Association will be in the
playoff finals. Its opponent
will be a team that didn't
even have a•winning record.
Call it the luck of the draw,
but the best-of-seven NBA
semifinals beginning Tuesday will find the Boston
Celtics entertaining the
Philadelphia _ .76ers in the
Eastern Conference and the
Kansas City Kings playing
host to the Houston Rockets
in the West.
Boston and Philadelphia
posted 62-20 records during
the regular season while
Kansas City and Houston
were 40-42. The semifinal
ihatchups were assured Sunday when the 76ers edged the
Milwaukee Bucks 99-98 while
the Kings upset the Pacific
Division champion Phoenix
Suns 95-88. Both victories
came in the seventh game of
best-of-seven qualoterfinal
series.
Julius Erving scored 28
points and Bobby Jones had
21 for 'Philadelphia, which
had to pull out the victory
after blowing a 16-point lead
with 4:41 left in the third
period.
A 22-5 Milwaukee rally put
the Bucks on top 80-79 with
9:09 remaining and the lead
seesawed until Lionel
Hollins' jump shot and two
free throws by Caldwell

Jones gave the 76ers a 97-93
Meanwhile, Reggie King'
advantage. Milwaukee's poured in 23 points,including
Marques Johnson scored a 10 in the pivotal third period,
game-high 36 points.
as the injury-riddled Kings
defeated the Suns in
"What can you say about a
Phoenix.
series like this?" said Philly
Coach Billy Cunningham.
The Suns, who bounced
"It was the type of game you
don't know what- to tell the back from a 3-1 deficit to
even the series, led only
team that lost."
briefly in the second half.
"We got elrerything we Four points by Alvan Adams
could out of,our players. We gave them a 48-45 lead one
have no e-omplaints;" said - minute- -inter the- -thirdMilwaukee's Don Nelson.
quarter. But King then

keyed a 17-4 Kansas City mons. "It was a war and we
spree with nine points over a are the survivors.
"Reggie did the job, just
5:38 span fora 60-52 lead.
did all series.
Ernie Grunfeld also scored like he
Grunfeld
Wedman do
and
23 points for the Kings and
differently.
things
bit
They
a
Scott Wedman finished with
19. For Phoenix, Dennis don't look pretty, but they're
Johnson scored a game-high tough kids and they made
baskets."
28 points, 20 in the second the tough
Phoenix's John
Said
half, and Walter Davis had
MacLeod:
"We gave them
18.
too many fast-break oppor"It was a great series, a tunities and they put the ball
very- physical series," said Through. And that's alit
Kings Coach Cotton Fitzsim- takes in this game."

No Difference Between Smith,
uerrero Or Schmidt, Morelandi
sccireIalllifilfigS15 15.
of Smith while the Dodgers' had homers for Chicago.
And in the eighth, he got
outfielder completes his
Braves 4,Giants 3
recovery from last August's Like Moreland, Biff his first victory, thanks in
shoulder surgery, had a Pocoroba is a reserve cat- part to Dave Parker's pinch
home run
his second in cher. Like Moreland, he t hitting off Joe Niekro of the
ir.
Astros. three 4ames — to help the a ehanee to
-play Sunday—at
Dodgers beat,San Diego 6-1. his familiar position behind. John Milner singled, then
It was their eighth victory theplate — and, like Parker batted for Scurry
in nine games and gave them Moreland, he came through and doubled. Milner scored
a three-game lead over Cin- in the clutch following an in- on Omar Moreno's fly ball
and, in the ninth; --Jason
cinnati in the National tentional walk.
Thompson wrapped it up
League West.
Pocoroba ripped a two-run with his third homer of the
Moreland played the hot single in the ninth inning to
corner for the Phillies this boost Atlanta past the Gian- year.
Expos 4-2, Mets 3-7
weekend while Schmidt suf- ts.
Andre Dawson drilled
fered the miseries of a bad -The hit came off Greg Mincold. And on Sunday he ton after Glenn Hubbard three hits, one of them a
doubled for the tiebreaking singled, Rafael Ramirez homer, to carry Montreal
run
that
propelled walked, Jerry Royster bun- past New York in the opener
Philadelphia past the ted the runners ahead and of their twinbill. In the nightcap, Dave Kingman finally
Chicago Cubs 7-3.
pinch-hitter Mike Lum was got his first homer of the
It was the Phils' sixth con- purposely passed.
year, a massive three-run
secutive victory and kept
shot in the Mets' five-run
Pirates 2, Astros 0 them in first in the East
In his first start in the second inning.
Division, a game ahead of
Pat Zachry ran his recant
majors,
Pittsburgh's Rod
Montreal.
In the rest of the NL, Scurry pitched seven innings to 3-0 in the second game,
Atlanta beat San Francisco of fourhit ball, struck out yielding only-four hits, two of
4-3, Pittsburgh blanked seven batters and ran his them homers by Tim
Houston 2-0 and, in a string of consecutive Wallach and Bobby Ramos.
doubleheader, Montreal beat
.the New York Mets 4-3, then
the Mets won 7-2. St. Louis at
Cincinnati was rained out in
the third inning with the
Reds ahead 1-0 on pitcher
Frank Pastore's first major
league home run — a homer
washed out of the record
books.
After Ken Landreaux
Raincoats,
homered off John Curtis to
tie it for Los Angeles in the
Topcoats,
sixth and Guerrero snapped
Carcoats
the 1-1 tie with his leadoff
homer to left in the seventh.
Landreaux singled for two of
the Dodgers'four runs in the
ninth.
AprIl 21-22-23
Phillies 7,Cubs 3
Moreland backed Nino
One HOUR
Espinosa's six-hitter with his
DRY
timely' double off Rick
Reuschel after Manny Trillo
had doubled with one away
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
in the eighth and Manny
Open 7 o.m to 6 p.m.
Trillo had been walked in7514325

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Reggie Smith. Pedro
Guerrero. It made no difference last year. Each batted .322-. And it -seems toMake no difference this
season, either. No matter
who's playing right field for
Los Angeles, the Dodgers
are winning.
Mike Schmidt. Keith
Moreland. It seems to make
no difference. With Schmidt
at third base, Philadelphia
was winning — and with
Moreland, the second-string
catcher, at third, the Phillies
are still winning.
,
Guerrero, a 24-year-old
utilityman playtrig in place

.NOW

di

Now at your Toyota
dealer your Toyota is cheaper to keep
than before We've lowered the prices of the most basic services
and parts tune ups, oil changes air and oil filters, spark plugs, even
batteries We sell genuine Toyota triple filtering,elsmot air filters to
help protect the engine of your Toyota For Toyota service specialists.
and genuine Toyota parts, plus new everyday low prices, bring your
Toyota to the people who know Toyotas best
*0
6:
,
1re Wr
eavice &plats

TOYOTA

Hatcher Auto Inc.
sis S. 12th
Murray
7534961

"That's the way
you want

cLeanens

Men's or
Ladies

1 Pc.
Plain
Dresses
139

Gary Matthews followed
with a two-run single, then
Larry Bowa's single capped
the burst for the Phillies.
Mike Tyson and Bill Buckner

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
ori hangers

Choose From Two Great Meals...

"Original"
Sizzlize
Sirloin e%tva
Dinner Or'
Steak
AitStuff o%ne
IMnneis

aro

Dinnersinclude:
All 19ouCan EatSALAD BAR,
Baited Potato or French Fries& Stockade Toast
AU menuitems 12 price for children under 12
when accompanied by an adult.

SIRLOIN STOCKADEPrices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel Air Shopping Ctr..
Murray, Ky.

Shirts
foldnd

1:101113LE•FEATURE

OFFER G000 THUR. FRI./SAT./SUN.
.10(111 .111
(
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Trevino's TPC Win
Is A Great Feeling
By BOB GREEN
RANCHO LA COSTA,
Calif. (AP) — Lee Trevino
turned his back on a shot at a
$100,000 bonus prize after
winning the MONYTournament of Champions,
but had his sights set on one
of golf's major championships.
"It's a great feeling. I enjoy winning any golf tournament," Trevino said after
a closing 69 had produced a
two-shot -victory Sunday in
the elite event that brings
together only the winners of
PGA Tour titles front the last
12 months.
"I haven't won a major
since '74 (the PGA) and I'd
dike to do that again," he
;aid."This may be the year I
knock off one of the majors."
Trevino obviously still
retains the skills to win in
golf's major events. He took
this title — his first ever in
California — with a 273 total,
15 strokes under par and
matching. the.„copr§e recoi#
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ANDiNG SUMM-t
Noreen
Herndon of Calloway
while
inches
6
feet,
discus with a throw of 100

"
Cotinty tied tor second in the high jump at 4-10.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Fox, Workman,Herndcin Pace WKC Finishes
The Calloway County boys
and girls track teams both
finished seventh while
Murray was tied for 11th and
ninth, respectively, in the
Western Kentucky Con-feitelbettineet held at Murray
State and Calloway County
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this weekend.
Individual Results
don took second place in the
Cooley,
Pole Vault — Mike Holloway (CC) Calloway County (Dowdy,
The highlights for the two boys and girls high jump.
Harris,Albritton)(6th)1:43.2.
(3rd 110-6, Bob Houghton ICC)9-6.
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schools including Murray's
Long Jump — Darnell Thorpe ICC)
Girls Team Results — Ft. Campbell
Boys Team Results Trigg County (3rd) 19-9, Brad Miller(CC)(6th )19-2.
Glenda Fox winning the girls 117,
Ft.. Campbell 107, Mayfield 82,
High Jump — Tommy Workman 122 1-3, Marshall County 118, Trigg
discus with a throw of 100 Christian County 77. Todd Central 34, (CC)
County 60 1-3, Christian County 53,
(2ncl)6-0, Miller(CC)(401)6-0.
feet, 6 inches, while Hopkinsville 33, Calloway County 27, DiSrus — Albert Ball )M1 (6th) 120-8 Todd Central 37, Hopkinsville 21,
Marshall County 26. Fulton City 7,
Call
Calloway ,County's Tommy Ftwiseliville--7-,—Miwrier-"-6, -Ballard 4•!'"2
300 Meter'Low Hurdles — 'Miller
Memorial 1-3, Mayfield 0.
Workman and Noreen item- Memorial 5.
(CC)(601)43.1.

individual Results
Shot Put — Glenda Fox IM)(6th) 312 1-2.
Long Jump — Jena Hoke(CC)(3rd)
16-2.
Discus — Fox (M)(1st)--111116, Lori
Charlton (CC)14th)95-7.
High Jump — Noreen Herndon (CC)
attiitiS tlp
100 Meter Dash — Gina Walker CC
(6th)13.4.

Costa Country Club layout.
The triumph was worth
$54,000 from the total purse
of $300,000 and marked the
14th consecutive season
Trevino has won at least once. '
While he's looking forward
to the remaining majors,
Trevino decided to skip this
week's New Orleans Open
despite a chance to gain a
$100,000 bonus prize. The
bumu -was set up for any
man able to sweep both the
Tournament of Champions

and New Orleans titles,
The victory, in a head-tohead showdown wit Ray
Floyd, came after 4evino
had finished second
this
tournamentfour time •
Floyd,- the Only mar4n the
field with a realistic chance
to overtake the front-running
Trevino, Won last-round 70
and a 275 total — good
enough to win 10 of the 13
previous Tournament of
Champions held at La Costa.
Bruce Lietzke,a runner-up
in each of his two previous
appearances here, was third
this time at 70-278. His former college roommate, Bill.
Rogers, was next at 71-280,
with Larry Nelson another
shot back at 71-280.
Tom Watson, the Masters
champ and winner of this
title the two previous years,
never really got in the chase.
He finished at 70-284, 11
strokes back. Jack Nicklaus
was 71-286.
Trevino started the final
vr,.'714001
aVer triOYd and; after some
jockeying back and forth,led
by that margin when they
went to the 13th tee. Floyd
drove into trouble and eventually bogeyed. Trevino put,
his second shot 5-6 feet from
the flag and made the birdie
putt. It was a twoshot swing
in Trevino's favor, put him
three in front and in command.
"That was the difference,"
he said. "We were both
playing good. And when
you're both playing good,
you can't afford two shots."

A's Set Record For Unbeaten String

pumped up about the A's
acrecord -breaking
complishment, however,
baseball purists can. Their
blazing start surpassed' the
accomplishments of the 1955
Brooklyn Dodgers, the 1962
Pittsburgh Pirates and the
1966 Cleveland Indians, all of
whom won 10 in a row at the
start of their respective
seasons. The all-time record
is 20 by St. Loult or the old
Union Association in 1884.
The doubleheader at the
Olikland Coliseum was filled
with tension and fights from
start to finish, and while the
A's won the first game, they
also lost pitcher Mike Norris
to injury. Norris was thrown
to the ground in a secondinning melee, which began
after orris threw close to
If Martin couldn't get Seattle hitter Lenny Randle.

Get a heacistart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings7Caltme—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.•
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts-, community and bu;iness informatioii I bring
wiil save your family time and money .
Let me hea fro i you scon.

/7

/doe t1IfOiL
Inge King 492-8348

Mary Hamilton 753-5570

Randle took several steps
toward the mound, catcher
Jeff Newman got in his way
and both went down as
players from both teams
rushed onto the field.
Norris left the game after
the sixth inning and was
taken to a hospital for X-rays
of his pitching arm. But Martin said he thought the injury
was not serious.
"He had some numbness
in his fingers, and his
shoulder was 'stiff, but we
think this will go away," said
Martin of the pitcher, whose
record now is 3-0.
In other AL games Sunday, it was Kansas City 3,
Baltimore 2; Toronto 9,
Detroit 1; Texas 4, New York
0, and Boston 9, Chicago 4.
Two games were rained out
— Cleveland 'at Milwaukee
and Minnesota at CalifoMia.
Rickey Henderson tripled
and doubled to spark
Oakland in the opener. Henderson's two-run triple put
the A's ahead in the third inning and they took a 5-0 lead
with three runs in the fourth,
two of them on a double by
catcher Jeff Newman.
Henderson doubled to open
the seventh inning and
scored one out later on a
single by Dave Revering.
Relievers Craig Minetto
and Jeff Jones preserved the
victory for Norris. The loss
went to former A's pitcher
Glenn Abbott,0-3.

The Mariners won the
second game when Richie
Zisk slugged a solo home run
with two out in the eighth inning, breaking a 2-2 tie.
"I have to be pretty happy
the way our team didn't let
down," said Seattle
Manager Maury Wills.
"With everything going on
here this weekend, we could
easily have laid down and
lost four in a rcrw."
Royals 3,Orioles 2
Lee May drove in two runs
and Jerry Grote knocked in
another to carry Kansas City
past Baltimore behind the
combined five-hit pitching of
Rich Gale and Renie Martin.
May, the 38-year-old former Oriole, doubled home
Frank White from second for
Kansas City's first Km off
Mike Flanagan in the second
inning. May, who collected
three hits, singled home
another run in the fourth inning, then 38-year-old Grote,
the former New York Met
who ended a two-year
retirement, doubled home
another tally to make it 3-0
for the Royals'eventual winning run.
"The guys were all kidding
me and making faces from
the bench," said May of the
Orioles, his teammates the
past five years. "Terry
Crowley asked me if I as
afraid. I told him I was
scared to death. It felt good
just to get in a game."

outings, handcuffed New
York on four hits as Texas
blanked the heavy-hitting
Yankees.
Matlack, pitching in
Arlington Stadium where he
has a 21-10 record, worked
out of a no-out, bases-loaded
jam in the third inning and
then breezed the rest of the
way. He retired 15 batters in
a row at one point before
Jerry Mumphrey singled in
the ninth, walked one and
struck out three.

Blue Jays 9,Tigers 1
Mark Bomback recorded
his first American League
victory and Al Woods drove
in three runs with a pair of
doubles to pace Toronto over
Detroit. Bomback, obtained
earlier in the month from the
New York Mets, limited the
Tigers to seven hits over 72-3
innings before being relieved
by Roy Lee Jackson,another
former Met. Bomback
struck out three and walked
four.
The Blue Jays took the
lead for good with four runs
in the sixth. Woods doubled
home two of the runs and
Lloyd Moseby knocked in
two' more with his first
homer of the season.
"It was to my advantage
today in that the Tigets
didn't know who I was or
anything," Bomback said.
"It might stay that way one
time around the league.
Then they'll get wise-to me
and knotv what to expect. I
just wanted'to go out there
and pitch my type of game
and win. wI found I was
rushing myself because Ihadn't pitched in eight
days."
Paid for by Treasurer Harold Ellington,201 E.11th,Benton,Ky.
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It Was Day Of Good News, Bad News For Martin
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It was one of those goodnews, bad-news days for
Billy Martin.
The good news was that his
Oakland A's broke the
modern record for most victories at the start of a major
league season with a 6-1
conquest of the Seattle
-Mariners in the opener of a
doubleheader for their Ilth
straight
The bad news was that the
A's lost the second game 3-2.
"I would have preferred to
win that second game to setting the record," said the
Oakland manager."Records
are all right— but they don't
give me a thrill. Wins and
pennants are what get me

M

Rangers 4,Yankees0
Left-hander Jon Matlack,
&tiled in his first two

The ,ntalte

hoppe

"Murray's Exclusive Tobacco Shop"
753-3174
Olympic Plaza
Bring This Ad In For

0% Off
Any Pipe In The Shoppe
HoursAlon.-Sat.9:00-5:00

Good Until April 30th

.
ttligPSE.F!
GOT PLONTIAC'S NEWEST

PONTIAC T1000!
That's right! This efficient lithe 3- or 5-Door Hatchback is now available right here at(DEALERSHIP
NAME).

37

28 Ir.
EPA

EST..

It has Pontiac's best mileage ratings ever' Use
estimated mpg for comparison Your mileage may
differ depending on speed, distance, weather.
Actual highway mileage lower
That's right! The
nifty 3-Door Hatch$51454
back can be

•00

yours for only OAS& Plus with both the 3-Door
and 5-Door Hatchback you get a great list of
standards.
• GM's Computer
• Reclining front
Command Control
bucket seats
• Sport steering wheel • 30,000 miles between scheduled
• Floor-mounted tourtune-ups under
speed manual
transmission
normal operating
conditions
• Delco-GM AM radio
(may be deleted for • And extensive anticoTrosion protectiOn!
credit)
and
test-drive
right
on
in
the efficient
come
So
Pontiac 11000 today!
Olds-Pontiac:Cadillac

PURD01111
L11110

Satisfied entailers Sri Oar
leis Career.

146 West Main-753-5315
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Minnesota Wins, 6-4, While Philadelphia Falls, 2-1

North Stars Fill Score Sheet While Flyers Come Away Empty
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer

and fill the score sheet.
Other clubs, such as the
Philadelphia Flyers, do the
It's not how many...it's same thing and come away
how good.
empty.
Some teams, Such as the
Minnesota North Stars, can
On Sunday night, the Nortake nearly 50 shots on goal th Stars blitzed the Buffalo

goal, firing 49 shots at second-year netminder repel
Sabres goaltender Don Ed- 47 in the Flames' 2-1 triumwards and skating away
with a 6-4 National Hockey
League quarterfinal playoff
With their victory, the
victory. And the Flyers sent North Stars grabbed a com48 shots at Calgary goalie manding 3-0 lead in the bestPat Riggin, only to see the of-seven series, which they

••••••••••

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
OAKLAND(AP)-The Oakland A's
set a major league record for most victories at the start of the season with
their Ilth in a rove:a 6-1 decision over
the Seattie Marinem "
th Pener a a
doubleheader.
The '
tick)
" broke the modern
record of 10 straight victories to open
the season set by the 1955 Brooklyn
Dodgers, the 1962 Pittsburgh Pirates
and the 1966 Cleveland Indians.
The A's swept four games from the
Minnesota Twins and the California

a baseball for the Baseball Hall of
Faine in Cooperstown, N.Y. to mark
the event.
The previous record was held by the
June 14, 1986 game between the Miami
Marlins and the St. Petersburg Cards.
After 29 innings and 6 hours and 59
minutes,the Marlins won 4-3.
MONTE CARLO, Monaco (AP) J3'Connors completed a 6-1, 7-6
victory over Balms Taroczy of
Hungary in a
semifinal of
rain-delayed
the Monte Carlo Open tennis tour!lament

CINCINNATI (AP)- Tom Seaver Vilas of Argentina, who defeated
became the fifth pitcher in baseball Adrian*Pendia of Italy.6-2,6-2.
LOS ANGELFS (AP)- Topseeded
history to reach 3,000 career strikeouts
in Saturday's loss to the St.Louis Car- John McEnroe beat fourth-seeded Bill
Scanlon 6-3, 6-3 in a rain-delayed
dinals at RiverfrontStadium.
The 36-year-old right-hander, who semifinal match of the $75,000 Jack
recorded his first strikeout with the Kramer Tennis Open at the Los
New York Mets against Pittsburgh's Angeles Tennis Club.
McEnroe will face sixth-seeded SanDonn Clendenon in 1967, fanned Keith
Hernandez on a 1-2 pitch in the fourth dy Mayer, a 6-4,6-2 winner over Nick
Saviano
Saturday, in the chaminning to join Walter Johnson,Gaylord
Perry, Bob Gibson and Nolan Ryan - pionship match.
GOLF
who did it last year In this same
RANCHO LA COSTA,-Calif.(AP)ballpark -in the elite group.
PAWTUCKET, R.I. (AP) - The Lee Trevino fired a three-under-par 69
Pawtucket Red Sox and Rochester and beat Ray Floyd by two strokes to
Rid Wings played 32 innings, over win the MONY-Tournament of Chameight hours and seven minutes in their pions, his first triumph in California in
International League game, before 15 years.
,. • ''SWEI-11W Wore 2-2, -4-review-who-marked-Mirt4th-com
thus making it the longest game in secutive year with at least one PGA
Tour victory, finished with a course
baseball history.
Pawtucket's Chico Walker scored a record-tying 273 total, 15 under par on
two-out, ninth inning run on a sacrifice the 6,911-yardla Costa Country Club
fly by Russ Laribee that put the game course.
Floyd had a final-round 70 and
into extra innings.
Both teams-scored in the 21st to keep finished second at 275. Bruce Lietzke
the score even until after 4 a.m., when was third with a closing 70 and a 278
International League President total.
TALLAHASSEE,Fla.(AP)- Dave
Harold Cooper called for a recessfrom
his home at the request of Pawtucket Eichelberger, who missed a three-foot
putt on the 72nd hole, birdied the first
officials.
After both teams agreed to resume hole of a three-way playoff with Bob
the game on June 23rd when they next Mirphy and Mark O'Meara to capture
meet in Pawtucket,the players signed the $1010,000 Tallahassee Open.
Eichelberger fired a 2-under 70 to
complete a four-round total of 17under-par 271 over the 7,124-yard
Killearn Golf and Country Club course.Chi Chi Rodriguez and Brad Bryant
By The Associated Press
were both two strokes behind Greg
BASEBALL
Powers at 274. O'Meara checked in
Americas League
with a 67 and Murphy had a 69.
TEXAS RANGERS-Signed Bobby
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - Beth
Bonds, outfielder. Assigned him to
Daniel sank a 25400t birdie putt on the
Wichita of the American Association.
second playoff hole to defeat Donna
COLLEGE
Caponi and win the Florida Lady
GEORGIA -Announced the
Citrus golf tournagrient.
retirement of Howard "Doc" Ayers,
Three other players - Patty
assistant football coach, effective
Sheehan,Cindy Hill and amateur Patti
June 30.
Rizzo - were involved in a five-way
UTAH-Extended the contract of
playoff in the $100,000 Lathes
Jerry Pimm, head basketball coach,
Professional Golf Association event,
through 1987-88.
bogeyed the first extra hole, a par. 5,

Transactions

RESTAURANT
Located By Holiday Inn
U.S. 641 South, Murray, Ky.

Weekday Specials
Combination
Plates

$295

-We Also Serve American Food EverydayOrder To Go-753-4488
Breakfast 6-10:30
Open 7 Days
Lunch 11-2
A Week
Dinner 4-10

and dropped out.
KAWASAKI, Japan ( AP) - Amy
Alcott shot a 1-under-par 74 for a 54hole total of 221 to claim her third victory in Japan by capturing the first
$106,000 Mitsukoshi international golf
tournament by two shots over Ayako
Okamoto of Japan.
Okamoto shot a final-round 73 for a
223 total over the par-73, 5,925-yard
Kawasaki Kokusai Country Club course. Pat Bradley finished third at 226 after a closing 74.

Maiors
*is
Leaders

can wrap up tonight. And the But the Stars got goals 23
Flames lead Philadelphia 2- seconds apart in the final
1.
period by rookies Kevin
The other NHL playoff Maxwell and Neal Broten to
games Sunday saw the Ed- take a 5-3 lead./
1
4
monton Oilers reduce their Maxwell snapped the tie
deficit to 2-1 with a 5-2 with a quick wrist shot at
beating of the defending 8:46, then Broten, a member
champion New York Islan- of the gold medal-winning
ders, while the New York United States Olympic
Rangers went up 2-1 thanks hockey team at Lake Placid,
to a 6-3 victory over the St. put in a rebound with EdLouis Blues.
wards caught out of position.
North Stars 6,Sabres 4
Flames 2 Flyers!
Minnesota moved within a
Riggin made 42 saves in
game of sweeping the his playoff debut Friday,
'Sabres, who were fifth in the then topped that by five in
overall standings this season holding off the Flyers. It was
to the North Stars' ninth, the second straight game
BOWLING
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn. (AP) - with their sixth consecutive that Philadelphia, which was
Wayne Webb connected for four playoff
victory. The North sixth in the regular seasOn to
straight strikes midway through the
championship game to overtake top Stars swept Boston in the Calgary's seventh, severely
seed Mark Roth and win the $95,000 preliminary round.
outshot the Flames only to
Greater Hartford Open.
Minnesota bolted to a 3-0 lose.
TRACK
IsAWRENCE, Kan.(AP)- Al Dar- first-period lead on goals by
Without
Riggin's
ter, the 44-year-old fourtime Olympic
Dino
sprawling
Ciccarelli,
save on a shot by
Brad
gold medalist, tasted victory again at
the 56th Annual Kansas Relays with a Palmer and Al MacAdam. Ken Linseman in the closing
discus throw of 204 feet, 9 inches, Buffalo tied it as
Alan seconds, with Flyers goalie
taking first place over Kansas junior
Scott Lofquist, who was second with a Haworth, Gil Perreault and Rick St. Croix pulled for an
168-2 toss.
Ric Selling tallied.
extra attacker, the Flames
'•. •

EAST SYCAMORE, MURRAY,KY.

18 to 29% Savings
Storewide!

DISCOUNT
DAYS
25% Off! Phone Answerer
With Remote Control
DU6FONE° TAD-26 by Radio Shack

1

GO

visa.

CHARGE 11
(MOST STORES,

95
Reg.
239.95

You'll never miss another call with this
"answering service"! Remote control
lets you hear your messages from
any phone, resets answererfor more.
FCC approved. #43-259 Batteries extra

AM/FM/Phono/Cassette
Stereo System Cut 28%!
Clarinette-105 by Realistic

Save 1
$

95
Reg
Reg.
279.95

Record your own cassettes for home or car
from radio, changer, aux input or "live".
Includes two 22" high two-way speaker systems. Hurry in today! #13-1207 Tapes not included

Save $5 on Great
Sounding Stereo
Headphones

"Electronic Whooper"
Auto Alarm System

29% Off By Archer

Nova °-40 by Realistic

Cut 20%
95

95
3114

Reg.
24.95
Hear all of your favorite music-from deep
bass to soaring highs in complete privacy.
Cushioned earcups and padded, adjustable headband for listening comfort.

R4.96
Perfect for protecting
any
vehicle! Switches, keys,
hardware. #49-480

Battery/AC
Pocket
AM/FM
8-Range
Multitester
Stereo
Micr_onta
By
Cassette

95 cut

7

SCR-3 by Realistic

Rge.gt

(J
.L
]
JOHN DEERE

20%

electrical testing.
Great for home and auto
DC current
volts,
Measures AC and DC
#22-027
leads.
Includes
and resistance.

The John Deere 68 Rider has an enclosed engine for a
reall;quiet ride. Color-coded controls are clustered
for easy use. In-line 5-speed transmission lets you
shift on the go. A safety switch automatically shuts off
the engine, if you leave the seat with mower or
transmission engaged. Triple-safety starting, sturdy
footrests. Recoil or electric start-30- or 34-inch
cutting width.

95 Save

17

27
:
15

$40

Take "home hi-fi" with you 'anywhere!
Plays cassettes, AM and FM. Record cassettes off-the-air or with built-in mikes.
Automatic Search Music System. #14-772
Batter.es extra

Car Stereo
Cassette
Player By Realistic

AM Headphone
M
By Tandy

CUt

Cut 25%

20%
Enjoy dual-speaker
sound while you jog, do
yardwork. #12-185

A

BULK FERTILIZER
SERVICE
753-0182

adiosIhaek

8-hp Riding Mower

200 E. Main

Ob. Southern States

Standings

Battery extra

Come In TodayFor A
Special Discpunt Price

scoring with a shorthanded
tally in the second period
when he stripped the puck
from defenseman Denis Potvin. He added a power-play
goal later tn the session.
Rangers 6, Blues 3
Defensernan Barry Beck
notched a goal and two
assists in a four-goal second
period that catapulted the
No. 13 Rangers over the No.
2 Blues. All six of the
Rangers goals came as the
result of miscues by the
Blues in their own zone.

-

By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE "
BATTING (15 at bats): Hurdle,KanBy The Amodated Press
sas City, .467; Burroughs, Seattle,
NAllONAL LEAGUE
.455; Lansford, Boston, .440; B.Bell,
EAST
Texas,.438; Kemp,Detroit,.419.
W L
Pd. GB
RUNS: R.Henderson, Oakland. 14;
7 2 .778 Armas, Oakland, 11; Murphy, Philadelphia
5 2 .714...l
Oakland, 8; Rivers, Texas, 8; Evans, Montreal
4 2 .667 14
Boston, 7; Peters, Detroit, 7; Nettles, St Dais
New
Yak
4
4 .50P2½
Nile York, 7; Brunansky, California,
Pittsburgh
4 4 .500 2/
1
2•
7.
1 7 .125 5/
1
2
RBI: Armes, Oakland, 17; Fisk, Chicago
worr
Chicago, 12; Smalley, Minnesota, 9;
lAss Angeles
8 1
1118 Lynn,California,8;6 Tied With 7.
5 4 .556 3
HITS: Armes, Oakland, 19; R.Hen- Cincinnati
Atlanta
4 5 .444 4
derson, Oakland, 16; Zisk,Seattle, 15;
4 6 .400 4/
1
2
Murphy, Oakland, Ni B.Bell, Texas San Francisco
37
3A 5%
14.
Houston
2
7
.222
6
DOUBLES: Armes, Oakland, 1;
Sunday's Games
Paciorek,Seattle, 4; Rivers, Texas,4;
Martreal 4-2, New Yort 3-7
7 Tied With 3.
Philadelphia 7, Chicago 3
TRIPLES: Peters, Detroit, 3:
Atlanta 4, San Frandsco 3
R.Henderson,Oakland,2; 20 Tied With
StLouis
at Cincinnati, ppd., rain
1.
Pittstargh 2, Houston 0
HOME RUNS: Armas, Oakland, 6;
Los Angeles 6, San Dego 1
Fisk, Chicago, 4; Nettles, New York,
Illearby's Games
3; Brunansky, California, 3; Smalley,•
Philadelphia (System 04) at Montreal
Minneesota,3.
STOLEN BASES: J.Cruz,Seattle,7; Mogen 04)
Chicago (McGlothen 411 at &Louis
R.Henderson, Oakland, 5; Randolph,
New York, 3; Carew, California, 3; (Forsch 04)
Ler
Angeles (Hootai 2.0) at Houston
LeFlore, Chicago, 3; Paciorek, Seat(Andujar 04), (n)
tle,3.
San Francisco (Blue 0-1) at San Diego
PITCHING (1 Decision): M.Norris,
Oakland, 3-0, 1.000, 1.50; Wilcox, (Mira 04), (n)
Only games scheduled
Detroit, 2-0, 1.000, 1.20; R.May, New
Tuesday's games
York,2-0, 1.000,1.20; Hoyt, Chicago, 2Philadelphia
at Montreal
0, 1.000, 0.00; Keough, Oakland, 2-0,
Chicago
at
&Louis
1.000, 0.50; McCatty, Oakland, 2-0,
Atlanta
at
Cincinnati,
(n)
1.000, 0.50; Gleaton, Seattle, 2-0, 1.000,
Las Angeles at Houston, (n)
3.29; Tillartinez, Baltimore, 1-0, 1.000,
San Francisco at Son Diego, (n)
0.00.
Only games wheduied
STRIKEOUTS: Langford, Oakland,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
14; Blyleven, Cleveland, 13; Leal,
EAST
Toronto, 12; M.Norris, Oakland, 12;
W L
John, New York, 11; F. Bannister,
Pd. GB
Detroit
7 2 .778 Seattle, II.
Boston
4 3 .571 2
NATIONAL LEAGUE
3 3 .500 2/
BATTING (15 at bats): Collins, Cin- Baltimore
1
2
Cleveland
3 3 .500 2/
cinnati, .475; Dawson, Montreal, .462;
1
2
•4 4
Flynn, New York, .429; Rose, New Vert
MD 2/
1
2
2 4 .333 3/
Philadelphia, .419; TScott, St.Louis, Milwaukee
1
2
Toronto
3 6 --.333 4
.400.
WEST
RUNS: Collins, Cincinnati, 12; Templeton, St,Louis, 9; Trillo, Oakland
11 1 .917
Chicago
4 3 .571 4/
Philadelphia, 8; Concepcion, Cin1
2
Texas
4 4
cinnati,8; Cal:ell,San Francisco,7.
SIB 5
Cakfomia
4
6
RBI: Concepcion, Cincinnati, 9;
.400 6
2 4 .333 6
Driessen, Cincinnati, 8; Foster, Cin- Kansas City
3 7 .300 7
cinnati, 8; Moreland, Philadelphia, 7; SeaWe
Minnesota
2 6 .250 7
Hernandez,St. Louis,7.
HITS: Collins, Cincinnati, 19; Rose,
Sooday's Games
Philadelphia, 18; Herndon, San FranToronto 9, Detroit 1
cisco, 14; Griffey, Cincinnati,. 13;._.5. . R012011..8. Q1211110 I _
.. Tied liVith 12.
Cleveland at Milwaukee, ppd., rain
DOUBLES: Concepcion, Cincinnati,
Kansas (Ey 3, Baltimore 2
Texas 4, New York 0
8; McBride, Philadelphia, 6; Flynn,
New York, 5; Rose, Philadelphia, 5;
Oakland 62, Seattle 1-3
Washington, Atlanta,5; Driessen, CinMinnesota at CaMornia, pot, rain
cinnati,5.
blealey's Games
TRIPLES: Templeton, St.Louis, 3;
Texas (biedich 141) at Bastith (Terra 0Baker, Los Angeles, 2; Richards, San 0)
Diego,2; 16Tied With I. Mihraultee (Vuckovidi 04) at Toronto
HOME RUNS: J.Thompson, Pit- (Todd 04)
tsburgh, 3; Foster, Cincinnati, 3; 9
Detroit (Raceme 14) at New York
Tied With 2.
(May 2.0), (n)
STOLEN BASES: Raines, Montreal,
Retinae (Palmer 0.0) at Chicago
5; North, San Francisco, 5; Bowe, MOW 00), (n)
Philadelphia,4; 10 Tied With 3.
Cleveland (Waits le) at Kansas City
(Gura 02), (n)
PTTCHING (1 Decision):
New York,3-0, 1.000,1.80; Valenzuela,
Seattle (Weston 2.0) at California (JefLos Angeles, 3-0, 1.000, 0.33; Carlton, ferson 04), (n)
Philadelphia,2-0, 1.000, 1.64; Ruthven,
Priimemota (Erickson 0-1) at Oakland
Philadelphia, 2-0, 1.000, 1.06; Rhoden, (Keough SO). In
Pittsburgh, 2-0, 1.000, 3.21; Sorensen,
Themby's Games
SLLouis,24,1.000, 5.68; Camp, AtlanTexas at Boston
ta, 2-0, 1.000, 3.60; liooton, Los
Milwaukee at Toronto, (n)
Angeles,24,1.000,2.87.
Detroit at New Yort, (n)
STRIKEOUTS: Valenzuela, Los
Baltimore at Chicago, (n)
Clevdand at Kansas City. (n
Angeles,25; Carlton,Philadelphia,23;
Seaver, Cincinnati, 18; Soto, CinMinnesota at °addend, (n)
cinnati, 14; Blue,San Francisco, 12.
Seattle at California, (n)

YOUR JOHN DEERE
LAWN ANb GA DE
EADQUAVtEITS

would have been pushed to
overtime.
Oilers 5,Islanders 2
The Islanders lost their first gadie in the playoffs after
five victories. Wayne Gretzky, the record-settiag NHL
scoring leader this season,
had three goals to pace the
Oilers, who were 14th in the
regular season; the Islanders were first.
Gretzky, whom the Islanders held to a total of two
points in the first two games
of the series, opened the

5
•

Battery extra

4975•

753-8201

I

chock Your Phone Book for two Rodeo nookSW&or Dealer Nearest You

Enjoy your
favorite
music and save
$10!
Speaker cable.
Mounts
underdash.
#12-180.4
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* At The Movies -A
(RowleAvs Of CUrrent Movies AI Murray Thootras)
By KENT FORRESTER

ii

PAGE U Ti

Victim Rights Week To Focus
On Crime Victims' Needs

Caveman: Unga Bunga Ugh

National Victim Rights and other social services have a right to due process in
Week is designed to focus the available; and the status and criminal court proceedings,
public and the agents of the progress of his/her case such as; the right to be
I '• rtmacity. Surely that's Wouldn't you? A chance to the friend s face. If criminal justice system upon from the police investigation notified in advance if the
it took to get this film hone your irony, polish your disgusting liquid ooze is not the special needs and rights to final disposition.
case has been rescheduled or
screen. Sheer per- sarcasm, burnish your Your cup of tea, you'd better that victims and witnesses of
thc
oa
3. Victims and witnesses cancelled; the right to a
your stay away from Caveman, crime so justly deserve.
tinacity. Doggedness, per- scorn, reveal
have a right to counsel: the speedy disposition of the
because in addition to the
world.
the
to
superiority
In a country where crime right to participate in the case; the right to have a vicststoncy, and • pertinacity.
Imagine how disappointed dung jokes and the yellow is a prevalent part of daily criminal justice process tim impact statement
to
trying
when it turned out to be muck jokes, there are two or life and a growing source of directly or through represen- presented and considered
was
srmothtalk a producer into I
VICTIM RIGHTS — Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley
three urination jokes.
a
funny movie,
fairly
a
for
fear and destruction for so tation such as a counselor, prior to sentencing.
mil
few
a
up
putung
disappointment
the
After
Calloway County Attorney Max Parker sign a
and
Tyrannosaurus Rex did an
many of our citizens, it is clergy, or victim advocate;
comedy about cavemen:
7. Victims and witnesses
it
because
:(
Caveman
of
declaring the week of April 20-26 as Viclitproclamation
Those
not
job.
fine
especially
have
we
that
disturbing
"Listen sweetheart, it's dill
the right to discuss their have the right to be treated
abeut these cavemen who tie arms are so cute, and sur- wasn't as bad as I had ex- been more sensitive to the case with the prosecutor and with dignity and compas- tim Rights Week in Murray and Calloway County. The
iur around grunting ugga prisingly expressive. You pected I remained vaguely rights of the victims who suf- to nave it explained in non- sion: the right to basic observance is in cooperation with a program
bucga. That's right should have seen the mon- dissatisfied for the rest of the fer the direct consequences technical terms; the right to human services to meet developed by the National Organization for Victim
s‘icetlitart, ugga bugga. ster's face when the blind day. I knew I needed the lift of that crime.
be informed of civil- rights emergency and long-term Assistance to bring attention tolhe problem that
Crime can be life threaten- and remedies with respect to needs caused by financial, crime victims often bear the costs of crime. The week
nil- ya know what that man first bwiips into and that only a really bad movie
•,:.ins: yirdon't have La pay then explores parts of his can bring to a movie critic. ing for the victim whether his/her case; and the right to physical, or ,osvrhnlogical is alert citizens to the problems ftsed by victims and
So I talked my wife and kids the crime involves personal
scriptwriter or dialogue anatomy with a cane.
be informed of any offers to injury; the right to be witnesses of crime and society's obligation to alleviate
into going to see a double violence or property invajokes
flatulence
The
flick's
this
Listen,
plea bargain with the defen- treated with dignity by
problems.
or t all. It's got your blind weren't up to par, though the feature at the drive-in. (I sion. The violati6n of in- dant.
human service professionals those
to
go
to
cheating
it's
know
more
jokes
excremental
dignity
and
privacy
dividual
jokes we've signed on
basic
provide
4. Victims and witnesses who
Gifford, your basic than compensated. Not as the drive-in for a bad movie, pierces the security of daily have the right to repara- assistance; and the right to
living.
•
(icnce jokes, your good as Swift's, of course, but I was desperate. I
tions, such as the right to receive courteous assistance
After two hours or so ofVictims of crime suffer receive reasonable witness as victims and witnesses
erniin invention jokes, but Swift had only humans to
your fall-in-the- work with, whereas the H.O.T.S. and Incoming from physical injury, from fees; the right of a victim or cooperating with criminal
.writers of Caveman had Freshmen, my need for bad minor injuries which can be his er
.›,iur-do-do4'ol
suiviving justice personne4i:.
was
1•..AlioNtiallikieat., •'deTTaent. to receive finanrippti.
,
The National larganization
•
with Blingo. uli dinosaur dung. Ever seen a sated. They were the kind of 'being the ultimate violation.•
compensation for for Victim Assistance
cia-I
The financial costs to physical and/or emotional (NOVA) was formed in 1975
uh Ringo Starr for midget flailing around a pool movies that make you afraid
,.1(1 and big John of dinosaur dung? Here's you'll meet someone you crime victims can be stag- injuries suffered as a result as the professional associaknow in the snack bar during gering. More than 11 million
ak. the pro footballer, your chance.
-serving as a public injo
of being a_crime vietir-- _!*There's also a funny giant intermission. Thank good- burglaries, thefts, and per- right to receive restitution terest group committed to
other. Can't miss-,
We've gat the rock insect joke. You see, a giant ness I review movies. I've sonal larcenies in the U.S. for expenses or property loss the goals of victim adirld the jock crowd. wasp, as big as a cat, lights always got an excuse for each year involve more than incurred as the result of the vcicacy.
.c
t)ucks. Don't get left on Ringo's friend's face, and being there: -Why hi, uh $.50 per victim in stolen pro- crime; and the right to proNOVA also provides
Ringo swats it with his hand. Bob, the free flew of in- perty. Victims suffer from ceed in civil suits for technical assistance to vicSEE
DAN NIcNOTT
..(.; Ines tell you, I was Naturally, the squashed bug formation, uh, in a property destruction and recovery of damages and to tim and witness assistance
I
that
demands
democracy
over
loss, as well as medical costs place a lien on any profits programs, as well as keeper to get at this movie.• leaves yellow muck all
come to the drive-in to Zr injury is •the result of t.he
INSINtIda.
received by the assailant as ing„its members, the :.eneral
review H.O.T.S."
crime.
officials
public
and
public,
a result of publications or
-The plot of H.O.T.S., like
Victims also suffer from media coverage resulting 'informed of developments in
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)
is
week,
last
Excaliber
trauma and stress caused by from the crime.
the organization and in the
episodic, but instead of feelings of humiliation,
5. Vt,ctiins and witnesses victim assistance field.
revolving around King Ar- violation and fear. As a
For further information,
a right to preservation
have
thur and his knights, it result of such tension, vicGlenda Anderson Secretary
SOON TO BE
employment call or write NOVA,918 16th
and
property
of
revolves around coeds' tims may suffer from
WELTER INS.
with the Street, N.W., Suite 503,
dealing
while
tOMPANY
chests. Thus, you've got your depression and physical
Washington, D.C. 20006
criminal justice system.
wet-T-shirt-contest coeds, ailments such as severe
202-466-NOVA.
Ilphone
witnesses
victims and
your-naked-in-thedizziness
headaches,
swimming-ppol coeds, your
nausea,and fatigue. strip-football-game _ coeds,
These problems that vicyour bare-chested-skydiver tims,. and to some extent
coed, and your sunning- witnesses) face' are oftenthemselves-on-the-rooftop
times compounded by havcoeds.
ing to deal with the criminal
The conflict in H.O.T.S. is justice system (justice for
between the mean-spirited the criminal, but not the viccoeds ( we know they're
tim?
mean-spirited because they
Re9 $3 39
For instance: little, if any,
study and are polite to their information is given to most
have
all
professors). whg
victims and witnesses on the
flat chests, and the cute and
progress of the investigation
free-spirited coeds, who all or the prosecution, of the
44,
have large chests.
case: no victim -alivIce is
1- stayed on to watch the sought regarding decisions
first fifteen minutes of- made on bail, plea bargainIncorhing Freshmen. It too is ing, or sentencing; no educayour basic coeds' chests tion is provided to victims
movie, but apparently no and witnesses concerning
college would let them in to legal language or profilm: the classroom looks cedures about how the legal
like a motel room with seats system operates4: court
WARRANTED'90 DAYS
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
and a blackboard, the gym postponements may require
OR 3000 MILES,
AGREEMENT'
looks-tike thelocal Y,and the witnesses to be called to
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST
like
looks
academe
of
halls
• A generous portion of tender, boneless
court several times and enthe halls of a budget inn. You dure repeated continuances;
• Inspect all four tires • Correct
wheel caster, camber,and toe to
breast of chicken filets
wouldn't believe the acting. court delay may cause
air pressure • Inspect steering and proper alignment
• The Captdifi4s special sweern. sour sauce
By the way,the cult horror witnesses to wait unsuspension systems • Set front
• Plenty of 'golden french tries
. Includes front-wheel drive.
Chapisaw
U.S. cars and imports with adjustable
Texas
The
movie,
• Fresh creamy cole slaw
necessarily and suffer sussurcPh
'sirrson Strut correction extra.
thevettes, trucks and cars requiring
call
some
which
Massacre,
tained absences from work,
•2 delicious home mode hush puppies
the scariest movie of all resulting in possible loss of
1981
10
May
Thru
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT AGREEMENT
Offer Good
time, is coming next week to pay and other costs; fear of
For as long as you own the car, we will recheck and align the purchased. Offer does not.--9viwhe replacement of tires and, or
the drive-in. Don't miss it. retaliation can affect a vicfront end. if nee&d,every six months or 6000 miles— orwhen- parts that become worn or damaged Agreement void if service
I'll see you in the snack bar. tim's or witness' participaever nueded Valid only at the Goodyear Service Store where work affecting the alignment is performed by another outlet
Caveman is rated PG due tion in a case. The offender's
to one four-letter English right ta face and confront his
word, suggestive gestures, accuser is all too often
and a slew of six-letter seriously threatening to the
seafood L4
caveman -words, including
hamburgers the infamous onomatopoeic victim or witness.
As a just and humane peo...like you like it! "zug zug." H.O.T.S. and In- ple,
we should support rights
coming Freshmen are both for those victimized by
Includes our 9-point maintenance check:
R's due mainly to a plethora crime with the same pride as
• Batten/ cables &
• Transmission fluid
Additional parts and service
of coeds'chests.
extra if needed.
we provide protections to
• Power steenng fluid
water level
• Differential fluid
• Belts
those accused of crime.
• Hces
• Brake fluid
Victims which are entitled
• Air filter
• Tire pressure &
to such rights include not on4-WHEEL DRUM:Install new
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: In.
condition
Includes up to
stall new front brake pads and brake lining and resurface all
Mee quarts major
ly the direct victim of the
front
new
Install
•
drums
four
Install
Includes
imports
light trucks.
most
and
•
rotors
front
resurface
brand motor oil.
crime, but also dependents
Oil filter extra
new front grease seals and pack OR grease seals and repack frontPlease call for appointment.
if needed
wheel bearings • Inspect hydraufront-wheel bearings • Inspect
members.
and family
he system, add fluid and road
calipers and hydraulic system
to
and
need
cars
U.S.
crime
Most
of
•
car
test
Witnesses
car,
test
road
and
fluid
Add
•
are preparing for
some imports.
(Does not include rear wheels.)
be accorded many of the
EDUCATIONAL 'EADERSHIP
dealings
their
in
rights
same
with the criminal justice
system.
The following list is a samPower Streak 78
ple of many rights which vic• The strength and resilience
policy
tim advocates and
MacPherson Strut Cartridge Replacement
of polyester cord
Plus
makers have identified as a
• Plenty of road contact
Biackwall
PRICE PET.and
Ed D Ed S ond M Ed
Size
imand
cars
owners
small
For
of
for all around traction
bill of rights for victims and
old tire.
degrees ore offered in
ports - Improve handling, protect
fr
'
B78-13
$32.75
$1.61
witnesses.
suspension. prolong tire life
/ E78714
$38.10
41.75
and
witnesses
Victims
1.
Adintnistratiun
General Administrat'ive Leadership
Educational Policy Studies
Warranted 12 Months Or 12,000
F78-14
$39.95
$2.14
have a right to protection
,1 1.1111&
Miles, Whichever Comes First
Program & Staff Development Higher Education Administration
G78-14
$41.40 $2.23
Pan installed thin's)
from intimidation and harm.
H78-14
$43.40
82.52
$124.40
Reg.
Additional parts and services extra it needed
bfackwall
A78-13
G78-I5
$42.65
$2.36
2. Victims and witnesses
Plus Si 50 FET, and old tire
Specialized preparation for numerous career positions-$2.57
H78-15
$44.70
Sale Ends April 30
have a right to be informed
Whitewalls Slightly More
iont • Pi, ,ipai • Pei sn i ru i ii Arirnorw,trotor •Frnance Manager • Policy Specialist •
Ira!
criminal
the
concerning
•
Dt
D111.,10, • 14,(11 JO), • Cur
UILIO) Of Instruction Supervisor • Staff Develop
justice process. They have
NATIONWIDE AUTO SERVICE UMITED WARRANTY
tfie right to be informed of:
Course schedulin9 fits the needs of working educators by
All Goodyear service is warranted for at {east 90 days or 3.000 miles. whichever
the procedures and practices
Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
comes first — many services, much longer. If warranty service is ever required.
providing weekend and evening courses on campus
'111111=111,1 Use any of these other ways to buy: Our
of the criminal justice
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work was performed, and
Own Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard
well fix it. free. If, however, you're more than SO miles from the original store,
system; financial assistance
• Visa • American Express • Cane Blanche
go to any of Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores nationwide.
Diners Club • Cash
--All programs conducted by regular faculty and feature quality
YOUNG NAMED
instruction and advising
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)
— Gary M. Young of
Maintain present income — Earn an advanced degree — Study
Portland, Ore., has-been apat a renowed school of educgtion
pointed executive director of
the Connecticut Conuriission
on the Arts.
Contact:
Young had served as exDepartment of Educational leadership
ecutive
director of the
Geroge Peabody College of Vanderbilt University
Oregon Arts Foundation
P.O. Box 514
since 1975..
Nashville, TN 37203
In his new post he succeeds Anthony S. Keller. •

There's a

Homeowners

Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield

DAN McNUTT
522 W.MAIN'

We're as big on value
as we are on taste

Un D's

7S3-044S

Efe

I"
C
CaPtalI
C
'ANNE

ArmGOOD,YEAR

DAYS!

SERVICE STORES

139
.
s2

Goodyear rront-End
Alignment:Your Choice

I

•19 $44

GOODYEAR...FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR

Brake Service—Your Choice

II! EDUCATORS !!!
GOERGE PEABODY COLLEGE
OF VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

Lube and Oil Change

$8

30% OFF!
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Just Say'Charge It'

Service Store
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Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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radio, pc
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753-2617
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1----Feiths and Funerals

School Accreditation
Standards Hearing
Set for Tuesday

Final Rites Are
Services Are Held Mrs. Bridges Dies
Held Saturday For At Local Chapel
Sunday; Services
Clyde E. Spiceland For Mr. Ferguson To Be On Tuesday
Final rites for Clyde E.
Spiceland of Murray Route 8
were held Saturday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover,
Tenn., with the Rev. Dr. Herbert McFadden and the Rev.
T. W.Carl officiating.
Pallbearers were Kendall
and Gregory Spiceland;
David G. Wallace, Mike Pernice, Steve Prentiss, and
Gary Doersam. Burial was
in the Stewart County
Memorial Gardens, Dover,
Tenn.
Mr. Spiceland, 76, died
Thursday morning at his
home.
He0survived by his wife,
Mrs. Blanche Nolin
Spiceland; one daughter,
Mrs. Robert Hicks, Dearborn, Mich.; one son, Bobby
G. Spiceland, Dover, Tenn.;
sister, Mrs. Cornelia Kirks,
Fort Worth, Texas; brother,
Lloyd Spiceranu,-"Varborn;
Mich.; 10 grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.

The funeral for Blanco D.
Ferguson of Murray Route 4
was held Saturday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Jack Jones officiating and the Kings Sons
providing the music.
Active pallbearers were
Tommy Parker, Bill
McLemore, Pat Trevathan,
Charles Dodd, Bob Miles,
and Robert Houston.
Honorary pallbearers were
Porter Farley, Clyde Steele,
Bill _Roberts, Galen
Trevathan, Joe Meador, and
Bennie Maddox. Burial was
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Ferguson, 74, died
Thursday at 4:45 p.m. at his
home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lillian Allbritten
Ferguson; two daughters,
tirs. Gene Bailey, Murra
Route 4, and Mrs. Johri
Dunn, Covington, Ga.; two
sisters, Mrs. Roosevelt
Buchanan, New Concord,
and Mrs. C. B. Roberts,
Madison Heights, Mich.;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Ola
Ferguson, Benton; six grandchildren — Donna, Karen,
Johnny B. Roach of David, and Elizabeth Bailey
Murray Route 4 died Satur- and Stephanie and Stacy
day at 6:10 a.m. at his home. Dunn.
He was65 years of age.
.
oway resident wMTSas
a retired carpenter and a
member of the Green Plain
Church of Christ. Born Jan.
9, 1916, he was the son of the
late E. E. Roach and Ethel
Mrs. Eva Canon,83, of 1004
Morgan Roach.
-Poplar Street, Murray, died
Mr. Roach is survived by Sunday at 10:50 a.m. at
the
his wife, Mrs. Margaret Murray-Calloway County
Madrey Roach, to whom he Hospital. Her husband,
Rexwas married on Feb. 22, ford Canon, died April 30,
1931; one son, Donald L. 1980.
Roach and wife, Linda, and
The Murray woman was a
one granddaughter, Joy retired inspector for
the
Leah Roach, Murray; two Murray Hosiery Mills, Inc.,
sisters, Mrs. Trixie Ar- and was a member
of the
mstrong and Mrs. Jessie Seventh and Poplar Church
Smith, Mayfield; brother, of Christ. Born Feb. 10,
1898,
Herman Roach,Hazel.
in Calloway County, she was
The funeral is being held the daughter of the late John
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel Parker and Elizabeth
of the Max Churchill Funeral Coleman Parker.
Home with Dean Crutchfield
Mrs. Canon is survived by
officiating and singers from one son,
Charles Canon,
the Green Plain Church Reidland; two grandproviding the song service.
children, Ronald Canon and
Pallbearers are Ralph Edith Wallace; six great
Darnell, Gary Smith,Jimmy grandchildren;
several
Harrell; Bill Champion, M. nieces and nephews. or
..
W. Henry, and George
The funeral will be held
Robinson. Burial will follow Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
the
in the Green Plain chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Cemetery.
Funeral Home with John
•
•
Dale officiating and the

non Dies

Mrs. Bettye Hargrove
Bridges of Murray Route 1
died Sunday at 4:40 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was 86 years
of age.
The deceased was the wife
of Vergil Bridges who died
Nov. 17,•1976. She was a
retired employee of the
Merit Clothing Company,
Mayfield, and a member of
the West Fork Baptist Church. Born Dec. 7, 1894, in
Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late
Frank Hargrove and Nancy
Bazzell Hargrove.
Mrs. Bridges is survived
by two step daughters, Mrs.
Floyd (Gladys) 1Grupton,
Murray. Route 1, and Mrs.
Cloys (Hontas) Hargrove,
Oxnard, Cal.; step son,
Devoe Bridges, Murray
Route 1; sister, Mrs. Dathel
liikerson..,armington
Hargrove,Colorado.
She is also survived by
seven step grandchildren, 15
step great grandchildren,
five step great great grandchildren, and several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev way c rik,r_ana_
the Rev. Hevward Roberts
officiating. The West Fork
Church Choir will provide
the music.
Pallbearers will be
Wayburn Wyatt, Woodrow
Norsworthy, Jack Norsworthy, L. E. Outland, J. T.
Bucy, and Fred Butterworth. Burial will follow
in the West Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Monday).

Raymon Wrather Is
Dead At Age Of 75

A public ,hearing on the
)roposed standards for
school accreditation is set
for 7:30 to 9 p.m. Tuesday,
April 21, in the Mason Nursing Auditorium on the
Murray State University
campus.
Provisions for fine arts,
foreign
languages,
vocational education, and
applied arts will be
discussed.
Parents, teachers and taxpayers interested in maintaining these programs in
the schools are urged to attend, according to James W.
Stickler, president of the
Kentucky Art Education
Association.

HERBIE'S HAD IT — McKay's House of Gold, otherwise known as Herbie, reflected the mood of most of the
participants in the Kentucky Charity Horse Show as he quickly hit the hay after a good brushing and leg wrapping Saturday night after his performance in the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. A tw o-yearold Tennessee Walking horse, Herbie placed third in the two-year-old stud and gelding division. He is owned
by Lennis Oliver, Bowling Green, and was ridden by David Smith, Bowling Green.

WASHINGTON (API — A
The ombudsman noted
fake story in the Washington
that doubts of other
Post that won a Pulitzer
was a complete reporters and first-line
Prize was published because systems failure, and there's editors never reached senior
of the inexcusable failure of no excuse for it," said editors. "While editors
editors to Jothek_lobajhe._ creen
repeatedly ta-Aced- -about
newspaper has concluded.
their trust in reporters, the
One of the major flaws,
In a report to readers that
trust
apparently applies only
Green concluded, was that in
covered 3'2 pages in the Sunto
written
stories, not to
day edition, the Post's om- reporting the story, Miss reporters' opinions., OtherCooke
was
promised',
budsman, Bill Green, said
wise, somebody with
the made-up story of an 8- anonymity for her sources authority would have heard
and was never forced to
year-old heroin addict got in
something about those perreveal them to her editors.
the newspaper because of
sistent doubts on the Cooke
the failure of-a system that,
Miss Cooke's editors story and would have inin another industry, might "should have asked tough vestigated," he said.
be called 'quality control.' questions ...And every stafBen Bradlee, executive
On newspapers, it is called -fer who had a serious doubt editor, told Green that
about 'Jimmy' had an "nobody ever came in ...and
editing."
The story, "Jimmy's unavoidable responsibiliity said, 'I have doubts about
World," was awarded the -to pursue it, hard," Green the story' — before or after
prize in the feature category concluded.
publication — and nobody
on April 13. On Wednesday, ' Green also concluded that said someone else had
two days later, the reporter "this business of trusting misgivings about the story."
who wrote it, Janet Cooke, reporters absolutely goes too
The Post, "given its comadmitted the fabrication, far. Clearly it did in this petitive nature, may very
returned the prize and case....Editors have to insist well have unwittingly enresigned. ,
on knowing and verifying. couraged ( Miss Cooke's)
Green's account was bas- That's one of the big reasons success and thereby hastened on 47 interviews. Miss they hold their jobs."
ed her 4 failure," Green
wrote. "Hers was an aberration that grew in fertile
ground, according to one
reporter. Thatt close to the
mark."
After the story was
The Tennessee Highway published „last September,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Two teen-agers were kill- Patrol said Michael Hunter, District of Columbia police
ed early Sunday when their 18, and Patrick liaddix, 17, and Mayor Marion Barry
car ran off Liberty Road, both of Albany, Ky., were said they did not believe it
about one and one-half miles killed when their car hit a was true. Police and social
from Beaver Dam,. accor- pickup truck on Tennessee 42 agencies hunted for the child
but could not find him.
ding to Kentucky State in Pickett County.
The criticism caused The
Police.
Post to go into what Metro
They were. identified as
Fred Cates, of Hartford, and
Sainuel Burden, of Beaver
Darn, both 17.
The deaths raised the traffic count on state highways
The Memorial Baptist
to 220 for the year,compared
Puppeters will
Church
with 171 for the same period
present a puppet show at 7
in 1980.
An accident Saturday took p.M. tonight in the Univerthe life of Johnny Morgan, sity Center on the Murray
State campus.
40,of Somerset.
Held in co-operation with
State police said his auto
ran off Kentucky 1003, about the International Year of the
Disabled Person, the show is
16 milesfrom Somerset.
free
to the public.
Meanwhile two Kentucky
The show will include
teen-agers were killed Sunday in an accident near religious and secular acts.
The puppeters, under the
Byrdstown,Tenn.
•
direction of L.D. Cathey,are
in their eighth year.

Raymon Wrather of Almo
Route 1 died Sunday at 10:45
p.m. at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
He was 75 years of age.
The deceased, a retired
brick mason, was a member
of the Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church
where he served on the church official board, Temple
Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and
Accepted Masons, and Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern Star.
Born Oct. 25, 1905, in
Jerry Bolls' singers Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Charles Henry
providing the song service.
Burial will follow in the Thomas Wrather and
Eudora Churchill Smith
Murray City Cemetery.
, Memorial services for
. Friends may call at the Wrather. He was preceded in
Mrs. Dorothy Pogue are
death by two brothers,
funeral home.
, being held today at 2 p.m. at
Calvin Wrather in 1965 and
. the Murray City Cemetery.
Ellis Wrather in 1978.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Mr. Wrather is survived
Home had charge of local
by his wife, Mrs. Beurdean
arrangements.
Mahan Wrather, to whom he
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) was married on Dec. 1, 1933;
The family requests that
,expressions of sympathy — The state Selective Ser- two sisters, Mrs. Cecil
take the form of con- vice office is accepting (Dona) Holland and her
tributions to the scholarship nominations for unpaid husband, Mr. Holland, Alrno
,funds at Murray State memberships on 37 local Route 1, and Mrs. Herbert
University or the University boards in Kentucky. Ken- (Trudie) Miller, Murray
of Kentucky Dental School. tucky and Maryland were Route 2; sister-in-law, Mrs.
Mrs. Pogue, 80, formerly selected as pilot states by the Maude W rather, Murray.
of Murray, died Thursday at U.S. Selective Service to proAlso surviving are one
Patchogue, N. Y. Her vide experience for other niece, Mrs. James H.
husband, Leslie Pogue, died states.
Magielene Belcher, Alin°
in August. 1966, and one son, Kentucky was picked Route 1; two nephews,
!Dr. William L.(Bill) Pogue, because it offered to help, James Dale Miller, Murray
according to Joan Lamb, Route 2, and Joe Rob Miller,
'died in August 1970.
She is survived by one public affairs officer in Murray.
'daughter, Mrs. Julia Washington. Maryland was
Funeral and burial
Elizabeth (Betty) Brauer, chosen because it is near to arrangements will be hanes of stocks of local interest at Ii
LOVELAtID, Colo. (AP) Pmlocal
Patchogue, N. Y.; sister, the agency's headquarters.
tune today,furnished by First
m
dled by the Blalock-Coleman
— Althonkh a commuter of Michigan Corp , of Murray
Mrs. Lydia Hicks, Bir- President Reagan will ap- Funeral Home.
airliner showed on airport
mingham, Ala.; two grand- point 185 Kentuckians to
-4.95
radar,"there's no indication Industrial Average
children, Marilyn B. Clark serve on the boards, accorAir Products
44% •
the controllers observed any American Motors
and Beth Pogue Barr; great ding to retired Air Force Col.
4% •%
32% -4
potentially conflicting traf- Ashland
grandson, Adam Pogue Taylor Davidson, state
American Telephone
5514 -%
fic"
before
the
plane
crashed
Service.
Selective
of
director
Barr.
Chrysler
6% +%
Graveside rites for Brian with a skydiving plane and Ford Motor
22% -%
G.A
F
13% -%
Wesley Lowe, stillborn in- killed 15 people, a federal in- General Dynamic
34% +%
General Motors
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. vestigator says.
KEEP THAT GREAT
52 unc
General Tire
24% -%
GM FEELING WITH
Randy Lowe, 815 Broad ExRudy Kapustin,leader of a Goodrich
25%
GENUINE GM PARTS.
tended, Murray, were held 'National Transportation Goodyear
1114ii
Oil
327.1.
Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at the Safety Board team in- Gulf
Heublien
32% +%
Murray City Cemetery.
60 +%
vestigating the crash, also IBM
Jerico
25K8 2584A
The Rev. Truman H. San- said Sunday a preliminary K-mart
nk.
ders, pastor of the Liberty -review of ground-toair tapes Kuhri's Big K
3% +1,4
Penwalt
34%
-14
Cumberland Presbyterian gave no indication that Quaker Oats
34% unc
Church, officiated at the ser- either pilot saw the other Texaco
35%
US.Tobacco
36% unc
vices. The Blalock-Coleman plane before the accident.
Wendy's
11P4B 111%A
Funeral Home was in charge
The planes collided Friday
C.E.F. Fund
1413
of the arrangements.
near the Loveland-Fort
The little boy was born Colins Municipal Airport. All
Friday at 9 p.m. at the 13 people aboard the Air U.S.
,Murray-Calloway County twin-turboprop Handley Federal-State Market News Service
76 Caprice
Hospital.
Page Jetstream were killed. April 20, 1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
1 Owner local car, 4 door hardtop, am/fm
He is survived by his Four of six skydivers Report Includes
6 Buying Stations
radio, power steering, power brakes, air
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lowe, escaped from their single- Receipts: Act.960 Est. 1001 Barrows &
steady .25 lower Sows under 450
and one brother, Bradley engine Cessna 206, but. two Gilts
conditioning, 35,xxx miles.
lbs. $1.00 higher over 4541 lbs. $1.00-2.50
higher
Lowe; grandparents, Mr. were killed.
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
039.20-31.50
and Mrs. Robert Lowe, 307
The federal safety bowll US221015011w
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
030.15-30.25
2-3240-250
lbs.
North Eighth Street, team has been collectin/ US
537.75.35.75
753-2617
641 South, Murray
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. pieces of the Cessna's Sows
Keys Wells, Murray Route6; wreckage to reasonable in US 1-2 2704501Na.
531.50-33.00
US 1-3 300450lbs.
531.20-84.00
great grandnlother, Mrs. an airport hangar, said Ira US
1-3450450 lbs.
Myrtle King, 305 North J. Furman, one team mem- US 1-3500450lbs.
537.09-30.50
US24 3015.600lbs.
030.00-31.00
Eighth Street,Murray. ' ber.
Bears 26.50-2I.00

editor Bob Woodward called
''our Watergate mode: protect the source and back the
reporter."
To believe that this
mistake, big - as it Was,
challenges the honesty of
any other story in The Post
or any other newspaper, is
overreaching," Green said.
"It won't wash. There is no
evidence whatsoever that
this kind of thing is tolerated
at this paper. To overreach
the other way, if this experience tightens discipline
in the news process. it may
have done some good."

LOUISVILLE, Ky API USDA _
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1700: slaughter steers fully 2 00-3 00
higher: heifers 50-1.00 higher; cows
opening 1.00 lower; bulls steady;
vealers steady; calves untested:
feeders opening .near steady choice
slaughter steers,94-1235 lb 63 00-65.00;
good and choice 850-1100 lb 60 00-63.00:
few 1290 lb da try breds 59.00: good 10001340 lb 55.00-60 00: slaughter heifers
choice 85-1230 lb 58.70-62 70, good and
choice 850-950 lb 57.00-58.50; utility
cows 41.25-45 00: high dressing 46.0048 00; eytter 39.00-40.25: cannel' and
cutter under 800 lb 35 00-39 75;
slaughter bulls grade 1 1.785 lb 60.00
grade 1-2 1190-1350 lb 53.50-56.25 - grade
21000-1375 lb 48.50-53.00; choice 190-2.55
lb vealers 75.50-83.00- feeder steers •
medium frame 1 300-500 lb 69_00-76.75,
few to 78.00; 500-700 lb 65.00.70.50: few
700-978 lb 59.00-64.00: medium frame 2
300-600. lb 64.00-69.00; large frame 2
mosiotstens 275-50o.itc8.50-63.c0..
500-700 lb 56.00-62.70: 700-995 lb 51.00)55.80: heifers medium frame 1 300-500
lb 61.00-67.00; 500-703 lb 56.2.5-63.50:
medium frame 2 300-600 lb 52.00-57.75.
Hogs 800; barrows and gilts firm to
25 higher; 1-2 225-250 lb 40.30-40.65: 250260 lb 40.10-40.30; 2 215-250 lb 39.7540.25; 250-260 lb 39.25-39.75; 3225-250 lb
38.50-39.25: 290-340 36.75-37 60: sows 501.00 higher; 1-2 400-450 lb 3775-3875;
450-500 lb 38.75-39.75: 500-600.lb 38.5°40.25; 3 and utility 350-450 lb 337535.00; boars over 300 lb 33.5-34 00. under 300 lb mostly 27.00-30.25.
Sheep 25; represented classes
steady; slaughter lambs choice and prime 115 lb old crop shorn No 1 pelts

'vlonciaN T hru Wedne,,clay

751-4141
HIGHWAY 641 NJ.

Memorial Baptist
Puppeters To
Present Show

Selective Service
Takes Nominations

Rites Held
For Brian W. Lowe

IN TIMES LIKE THESE,
THERES ONE
6000 REASON
ME MARTINS SAW US
FOR THEIR
HOMEOWNER LOAN.

Some of our customers are surprised to
find out just how much we can lend.
Especially today. when things are tight a
lot of places. Fact is, were still making
large homeowner loans
with terms .
that create affordable Monthly payments.
Phone us today for your large loan.
Whatever your reason, you've got a good
reason to see us.

In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Phone 75375573

Hiorewass...-
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Black Youth Pulled From River; EVERY DRY IS SALE DRY
Atlanta's Death Toll Rises To 24 1. Legal Notice
1. Legal Notice
By NANCY KENNEY
Richard Harp, manager of body, five victims now have found lodged in a tree at "an
the restaurant, has um police been fished out of area rivers, acute turn"in the river.
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA AP - For the that the day after Bell was last inchicling four of the last five.
DeKalb County Medical
fourth time in six weeks, the seen, he received a telephone. Authorities have speculated Examiner Dr. Joseph Burton
004 - of a young black male ,.call from someone claiming to that the killer or killers may said §tuiday nIght that the conhas been pulled from one of the be Hen who sow, -um almost have started dumping the vic- dition of Bell's body -was not
area's rivers - the apparent dead."
tims in rivers to wash away inconsistent with him being
new dumping grounds of the
Bell's disappearance was any clues that might have been dead since the day he disapkiller or killers who have taken being investigated by the left behind on the bodies.
peared."
the lives of 24 young blacks in special task force investigating
Hand said Bell's body apBurton said the body was so
the oust 21 months.
the other M slayings and the parently had been dumped off
The badly deconiposed body disappearance of 10-year-old the Klondike Bridge about decomposed that it would be
of 15-year-old Joseph Bell, Damon Glass, last seen Sept. threefourths of a mile up- difficult to determine the cause
nussing since March 2, was 14.
stream from where it was of death.
discovered Sunday afternoon
Hand said the Bell ease was
in an isolated and very inac- similar to those of several
cessible- section of the South other youths whose bodies
River in suburban DeKalb have been found in DeKalb
County by a couple testing a County this year after their
new trail hike,authorities said. disappearances from Atlanta.
By The Associated Press
went to a mountaintop for
DeKalb Public Safety Com- He declined to discuss details.
It was a day of prayer and services at Hidden- Peak
nussioner Dick Hand said an
Authorities have said they celebration in cathedrals near Salt Lake City.
autopsy would be conducted believe. that a number of the and synagogues. It was a
Easter was gloomy and
today to determine the cause of cases are isolated killings. But day of joy for children hun- wet as two storms moved
death' But ht.- .id auth,,,....,..:i1111440014!44019the slayings, ting gaily colored Easter through Southern California,
are treating the case as a authorities have said the vic- eggs, and gorging on but the sun peeked through
homicide.
tims were killed and their chocolate bunnies. It was a the clouds just long enough
Officials said the body may bodies dumped elsewhere.
day for parading in holiday Ed many traditional sunrise
have been in the river for Prior to the Dec.8 discovery finery.
services.
several weeks.
of the body of 16-year-old
But this year's celebration
About 10,000 people turned
Bell, who lived in the same Patrick Rogers in the Chat- of Easter Sunday and
out
for the 60th annual
neighborhood as two other vic- tahoochee River, however, Passover also was marked
sunrise service it the
tims, was last seen at a none of the victims had been some protest and violence.
Hollywood Bowl, andlnearly
restaurant where he oc- dumped in water.
Tens of thousands of New
lobs.
•
did
odd
casionally
With the discovery of Bell's Yorkers - led by Malyor Ed 1,000 sat on blankets on the
rocky slope of Mt. Rubidioux
KOch and Gov. Hugh,Carey
for a non-denominational
- donned Easter bonnets to
service beneath a large
parade along Fifth Avenue.
wooden cross. Not since 1969
The,parade wound past St.
showers fallen on the
had
Patrick's Cathedral, where
service.
Mt.
Rubidioux
Cardinal Terence Cooke
The
Easter
parade in
celebrated morning Mass.
6 Part-of to
Beach,
Del., was
Rehoboth
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
pray that the mystery of
to
be
'
highlighted by a _children's
7 Suffice
continue
Christ
will
the
risen
F E
HAU
SPAN
8 Greek letter
to be manifested in our lives disco show and a hula-hoop
CCU CUU0 011
9 European
DOC
CCUU
C
of faith and that we will ex- competition. The parade and
10 Spider
have
UCC
CC MCC
1 1 Damages
•
s
perience more and more the its best-dressed contest
MCC COM CU
annual
tradition
become
an
13 Gravestone
_
CCM COM 0 A joy and power of the in the resort town.
'6 Surfeit
.51
-es
Resurrection," Cooke said.
19 Elms e g
•'Landed
sOCDOC MOM
An annual Easter ritual
21 Death rattle
15. Pcdet'l
U MCC CCM
The prayers came a day
20 Approaches 2.2 Cubic meter
also
occurred in Great Falls,
UU LIICLIO 1:1100
after Central Park's annual
23
25 Weird
s name
CDC MCC 00
Mont.
- but it was less
turned
Easter
into
egg
hunt
27
Ills
24 Wear,
DUO CUM CI
pleasant
than the others. An
30 Bodies of
26 Declare
a struggle and left six people
CC COM EICID
water
- Paso
undetermined number of anE
CM
DO
•
unexpectedly
injured.
An
32 Sharp
Slumber
large crowd of 30,000 forced ti-nuclear protesters were
34 Ginger 1 Raise
36 Climbing
God of love
11 Arab chiefs
54 Beverage
organizers of the New York arrested Sunday night after
man s name
plant
44 Ettpunge
57 Latin conevent
to cancel the egg hunt they demonstrated inside the
37 Motor
36 Wounds
junction
47 Later
and hand out hollow plastic main gate of Malmstrom Air
38 Hart
39 Evade
49 Bridge term 58 Compass pt
40 Rely on
42 Preposition
60 P eposition
52 Girl s name
eggs instead. The pushing Force Base.
43 Gladden
started when volunteers
10
7
8
9
4
5
6
1
2
3
Easter, too, pointed up
45 Stsk
began flinging prizes into the some people's enterprise.
Mos,em .ead13 ,
11
4;
r
crowd.
•
I
Fifteen-year-old Chris Hill
17
16
11
15
4?! Masts
Several thousand wor- of Port Orchard, Wash., has
o Slender finia.
16
21 22
19
23
al
shipers gathered Sunday managed to earn some
'One of
i
Cciumbus s '24
24
2s
morning
for
i n - money during the past three
;
terdenornination
services
at Easters by renting out rab31
3o
• Festive
the top and base of Georgia's bits to classrooms, grand• Oral cause
34
35
3.1
Poste
Stone Mountain, 16 miles mothers' houses and city
40 41
36
39
36 37
east of Atlanta. The 700-foot- apartments. The rabbits go
Drawing
44
as
42
43
high mountain stands as a for $6 each, complete with a
• .cms
i Civil War memorial to the
• • 6rnwing out
49
50
47
46
44
week's worth of food, tem'e Correct
South, with figures of Jef- porary housing in a card55
S4
52
S3
51
ferson Davis, Robert E. Lee hoard box and instructions.
• M.•-•or Item
59
57 S6
56
: :_oniunction
and Stonewall Jackson car- And when Easter's over,
62
61
• Scold
ved on the side.
he welcomes the bunnies
.ierve
Nearly 600 people also hOme again.

Easter Day Of Joy,
Prayer, Celebration

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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WELCOME TO OUR SERJES
DEVOTED TO MEDICINE...

(
THIS ARTICLE SAYS
THAT SHUT-INS
NEED PEOPLE TO
READ TO THEM

I'LL DO
PART

TODAY OUR PANEL OF
MEDICAL EXPERTS WILL
DISCUSS PAIN...

MY
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::,198, Unit.

yv.-+Y AREN'T YOU
..-90N6 OUT FOR THE
TEAM, BEETLE?

LAST YEAR I SAT ON THE BENCH SO
MUCH I STILL NAVE
SPLINTERS!

0.100P. AND
1-1E WAS
SITTING
ON A METAL
BENCH
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PUILK MEETING NOTICE
In keeping with the Community Services Administration mandate and Federal regulations,
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will host a
public meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, May 5,
1981, at the Douglas Community Center, North
2nd Street, Murray, Kentucky to: (1) elect a
representative of the low income segment of the
county population to serve on the WKAS Board of
Directors and its committees; and (2) solicit the
opinions of area citizens in achieving broader
program plannintand participation in the services
provided by N/KAS. This is a community meeting
where county residents of every age, income
level, and race are encouraged to attend and participate. If in need of transportation, call 7530924.
YOUR ATTENDANCE WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.

2. Notice
Sold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

Vernon's
Western
Store

Olympic Plaza

Leather Vests

PAWN - IVY
SELL - TRADE
Open

a.m to 8 p.m.
7331111

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.
Funsitwe 6 Aps. We bey • soli for 1 piece to whole
states! SPECIAL for
eosin cowing season:
MASON fruit Ors, by We
sod

HODGE & SON
205 S. 516
753-4669

Pre-register for the morning
Weight Watcher's class,
9:30-11:30, April 22, First
Presbyterian Church, 16th
& Main.
Tiny Tot Specials
during April.
Carter Studio
304 Main St 753 8298

What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333

Olympic Plato

Now

$49.95

Reg. 5100.00
O,..9 @ARA.9 p.m.
753-7113

Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pickup, sell,
and Mail you a check Call
436-5353.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locals
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
• 6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnisliinis
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
3Z. Apts. For Rent
j
33:Rooms for Rent
Houses
Feent
34.
35. farms FPRent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplres
40. Prodbce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots for Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. free Column
57. Wanted

Saddles, English &
Western Sales Repairs - Custom
Work- Tents and Boat
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CQ.
116 S. 616 Mayfield
1-247-3934

BEDDING
PLANTS
6 for 906
Flowers
vegetobks.

and

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY

6. Help Wanted
Auto Mechanic. Full time
permanent. $4 per hour.
Minimum 2 years ex- perience, must have tools.
Call Action Personnel, 7536532.
High School/College Piper
or Yearbook Staff? Media
Retiree? Practitioners? Persons with experience in
publicity and public relations to work with dynamic
young community theatre
program for at least one
year. specialties sought in
print,
broadcast,
photography. layout and
design: promotions and
- records librarian. Must be
knowledgeable or ready to
work like dog. No p4, no
benefits, no opportunity for
advancement; working conditions terrible, chief editor
prima
tem permental
dona..almost impossible to
work with'. Community
Theatre finest of its kind in
five state area. If interested, check in with
local mental health
authorities, or send resume
and current contact/employment data to:
George Kaufman, 510 N
5th St.. Murray, KY 42071.
Phone: 753-4807. Deadline
May 1,-1981.
Jobs Overseas - Big money
fast. $20,000 to 550.000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000. Ext. 2454.
Lady.for general restaurant
work, part time, Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Call
Cypress Springs Resort,
436-5496 for appointment.
Part time receptionist/secretary needed. 8:3012:00. 5 days per week.
Send resume to 106 North
4th Street.

7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings Call 753-0984

Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Purchase prior to May 5 to be eligible
for a free season poss.
Family Passes $60.00

Single Passes $30.00
f
iur...

ow Alm „IF THEY oonrr.

Handyman will do the odd
lobs you have been putting
off. Call 753-3058 or 7624352 after 5 pm.
House cleaning and window
cleaning, also sewing,
. alterations on clothing and
zippers Call 759-1197
L & B Cleaning Service. Spring cleaning, windows,
reasonable rates, references
offered. 436-2784 or 4362292.
Will break and disc_
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Will break and disc
gardens Call 753-1973 or
753-3413 '
A
Western Auto has an excellent opportunity for a
store in Fulton, KY. Prime
location, nominal investment with partial financing
available from Western
Auto. Full details available
from Floyd Hanna at 618993-5392.

14. Want To Buy
'Want to buy. Used card
table. Call 474-9729 • or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Would like to buy adult size
girls bicycle. Call 753-0018
or 153--6428 after 5 pm.

15. Articles For Sale

,013i.a.1•1•111•11
,

New Coacord, Ky.
436-5353

BIBLE CALL
Was Christ Actva
Raised - 759-4444,
Bible Story - 7594445.

9.Situation Wanted

10. Bus. Opportunity

2. Notice

PRE-SEASON SALE
ROA/

0THE WISSIFIERSII

Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.

Fence ,posts; 3" diameter x
610" long. creosoted,
$2.10 each Murray Lumber
Company. 104 Maple
1974 Ford van; 4 captain
chairs; table; bed; ice box;
sink; closet good condition.
One owner. Call 753-5750.
For sale: Black Locust
tomatoe sticks, seasoned. 6
ft. long. $1 each. Phone
753-2987.
Galvanized clothes line
posts, 2"x84". holds 7
lines. $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new. Craig AM-FM
stereo. 8-track, turn tOle.
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo. 8track, turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 753846,5,
Southern Belle prom dress
with hoop. Worn once. Orchid. Size 5. 753-4092
before 5:30.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes. white, A-grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale: Solid hard-rot
maple bed, box springs,
and mattress, four-poster.
Also two Ice Cream chairs,
upholstered covering. Call
753-7406 after 5 pm.
Side by side refrigerator
combination
freezer(Frigidare), in excellent condition. Call 474-2337.
-Solid Cherry Willett furniture; 2 end tables. I coffee table, excellent condition, $500. 767-2548.

19. Farm Equipment
For sale WD45 Allis
Chalmers tractor. 753-0521
or 436-2165 after 6 pm
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel, mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator. $29.99.
Wallin Hardware. Pans.
Garden seeder. plants 21
different vegetable 'seeds.
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
446-16 Hp Case lawn and
garden tractor. Call 7534699.
Tillers. 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engine,
$239.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris. -

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
'Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville function KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914.

n.Musical

Hammond L12 organ with
147 R.V. Leslie ttlne
cabinet. 753-6605 after 4
pm.
, Mast sell Spinet piano, excellent condition. Call 4354150.
SAVE
Save ½ of new price
on this repossessed
plane. Less than I
veer old. Take op
ly payments.
753-7573

22. Musical
PIANO. Excellent Spinet Console. May be seen locally. Party with good credit
can make payments at big
savings. Write immediately.
Midwest Piano Co.. 1713 E
Sunshine. Springfield,
Missouri 65804.
ish you could play
he organ? But have
no organ? We'll furnish the'organ is year
home at no charge you
pay only for tlie
lessons.
CLAYTONS
753-7575

24. Miiiglaneous
Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market. 4354171
Brownell nylon No. 21 and
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9, 53.98
lb.; Berkley McMahon
swivels. $2.45 per 100;
Mustad hooks 1/10,
$11.50 per 1000. East 'Y
Grocery, 753-8786.,
Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Goff Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
Lawn mower batteries, 12._ .
volt, 24 month guarantee,
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (lrvan Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Landscaping ties, 3"x5"x8'
long. Murray Lumber Company, 104 Maple.
Oregan bars for Homehte,
Poulan; or Echo chain saws,
16", $16.99; 20", $19.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
houseplants. fruit trees and
shrubs. Open 830-2:00,
mornings; 5-7 PM evenings,
Monday through Friday. 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery. 901 JcItinny
Robertson road, 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine,
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Snapper mower blades,
25". 26", 28". 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Small 5 hp riding mower,
like new. Call 75378963.
Weods mower, 60" cut with
3- point hitch. Call 7534699.

26. TV-Radio
Satellite t.v., 20 channels.
We install at your house for
$4250. Guaranteed. Phone
502-382-2174.
Video recorder and 6 tapes.
$400; 19" color t.v.. $50.
753-4530.
Wanted: Responsible per-.
son to take up small monthly payment on 25" color
tv. Warranted. 753-7575.

)i.M06:ip Home Sates
Airelirie mobile home,
12160, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, good condition. Call
437-4874 after 6 or 1-3548638.
Extra large 24x52 for
$7995. Fully carpeted with
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, builtin dishwasher, refrigerator.
range, washer and dryer.
Wood siding. Call 5271427.
$3995 For a used home,
12x60, 2 bedrooms. living
room, kitchen, one bath,.
new carpet throughout. unfurnished. Call 1-527-1427.
12x70 Mobile home. $1500
DN. Call 753-0219 from 9
to 5.
12x60 Mobile home for
sale, excellent condition.
753-0236.
Owner leaving town must
sell immediately! 10x55. 2
bedroom,
bath, newly
carpeted. wishing-well bar.
Will sacrifice at $2200. Call
753-3085.
12x60 Two bedroom trailer, •
central gas and air, furnished or unfurnished. Call •
753-7230 after 5.
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28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, located Murray Drive-.
In entrance.
12x60 Two bedroOrn, furnished, garden spot, $140
month plus deposit.
Located 5 miles north of ,
Murray. Call 753-4661.
Two bedroom trailer for
rent, furnished, clean, in.
Murray. No pets. Call 4892118.
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28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts. For Rent
Two bedroom duplex with
carport and storage on
Stadium View Drive, central
heat and air, all appliances
with hookup for washing
machine, carpeted. Single
or couple with no children
preferred. No Pets.
Available May 15th. Call
29. Heating-Cooling 753-1799
after 5:30 pm.
Air conditioners, cleaned Deposit required.
and repaired. We buy used 34. Houses For Rent
air conditioners. Brandon
2 Bedroom house with
Dill. Call 753-9104.
Call 753-5094.
30. Business Rental refrigerator.
For rent: 3 bedroom house,
gas heat, nice yard, good
Mal
neighborhood. 753-8895.
Illereleouse
For rent: 2.bedroom unfurnished house, one block
Storage Spate
from M.S.U. campus, stove
For Rest
furnished. $150 per month.
753-4750
753-4419 after 6 pm.
House for rent, close to
_Dr rent: Single or multiple Kentucky Lake on 94 East.
near
office
space,
living room,
downtown hitirray. Phone 3 bedrooms,
and 2 baths. $200 per mon753-4109.
th. Call 354-6678.
For rent: Cleanup shop with
air-compressor and gas heat Three bedroom, 2 bath,
at 327 North 4th. 753- den, living room, kitchen
dining combination, fenced
3018.
backyard with tall hedge for
privacy, concrete patio and
grill.
Excellent
Rental space for retail
neighborhood, on quiet
Dixieland
store in
street near M.S.U. One year
Shopping Center on
lease required, $40Q per
Chestnut Street next
month. Available .June 1,
to Murray State
1981. Call 753-5805 after
University Call 7535:30 PM.
3018.
Two bedroom, unfurnished,
highest heat bill, $30.
References and deposit.
31. Want To Rent
$185. Inquire at 1501 BelWould like to rent cabin or mont.
house on the lake, furnish- Three bedroom house,
ed, one bedroom or large. washer, dryer, stove 'and
Call 759-4077 after 5 pm.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage
32. Apts. For Rent 5094. disposal. 753Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 753- 36. For Rent Or Lease
4109.
Need It?
Apartment for rent, 400
Rent It!
South 6th. Call 247-1459.
Compressors
Air
For rent: 2 bedroom
We got it end mode,
townhouse apartment,
carpet, range, refrigerator,
awch more.
disposer, dishwasher,
Chain Saws
washer-dryer hookup, cenCMEIS.
tral heat and air. Call 753RENTAL SALES
7559 or 753-7550.
CENTER
Furnished apartment, 1 or
2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Timmerman Apart200£. Nain 753-1201
ments, South 16th, 7536609. A garden for rent, 753New 2 bedroom duplex, all 2728.
kitchen appliances, outside 37. Livestock-Supplies
references,
storage,
deposit. No pets. 753-0814. Rabbits for sale. Call 4928205.
New 2 bedroom duplex,
available now. Phone 753- REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
9400.
and started. 753-6126 or
One bedroom furnished 753-6100.Visitors
apartment, one block from welcome.
M.S.U., couples only, no
pets, gas heat and water Two horse T-bred trailer.
door,
furnished. $150-. Call 753- Ramp, walk-through
new floor, new tires, price
1203.
negotiable. 753-8654.
Two bedroom duplex, all
Pets-Supplies
38.
appliances furnished. Apt
1 bedroom furnished apart- AKC registered Poodle pupment. Call 753-2967 aftet 5 pies for sale, very small,
pm.
reasonable. Call 492-8974.
Two bedroom apartment for Dog obedience classes for
rent, partially furnished, AKC competition or more
obediant pet. Boarding $170. 753-5619.
Two bedroom duplex, all covered runs. 436-2858.
kitchen appliances, central Free, only to good home or
heat and air. Call 753-8146 farm. 7 month female
hound dog. 753-6744.
Of 753-2437.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray. No pets Call 4892611
• Two bedroom, . water furnished, $90 a month, $50
deposit, Highway 121
South. Call 753-540T

Applications
For

Now Taking

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 11 ca.to 1 p.r.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
Equal Housing Opportunity
W1111111•11111111.

-A

TERMS
&

Also household,lawn,Indoors
and *endows!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefesslosal Pest Kestrel

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray. KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

38. Pets-Supplies

43. Real Estate

AKC German Shepherd puppies, 28 champions, 5
generations. Registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153.

a Thereion
hisersono &
Reel Islets
Siorthsido Coed So.
Allerrug, Koselethy
153-4451

r

40. Produce
Ann's Greenhouse, half
price sale on pepper and
tomatoe plants. Call 4928869.
Plants, variety of garden
and sweet potatoe plants,
wholesale or retail, half
mile north off 94 011 121
and Pilot Oak. 376-51554.

43. Real Estate
BUY OF THE YEAR! Be, in
the center of everything in
this convenient location.
Conveniently priced with
to
owner financing
qualified buyer. Features 4
bedrooms, large kitchen
and living room, plus dry
basement. Bring the kids to
enjoy the large baclward.
Lots of storage rooms plus
garage. Call Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates today, 753-7724.

ANOTHER NEW
.'Jo. 364 Acres M L. Older 5LISTING
room home sits back from paved
Attractive
3
road, on mostly wooded parcel.
bedroom, 2 bath
Room here for about 4 head of
cattle or 5 horses. Electric and
home approximately
barbwire fenced. Has creek and
one year old. Located
drilled well. Acre unable. Pear,
peach, and apple trues for home
in small subdivision
eating. Resaisericei offers 21
half way between
bedrooms, bath, electric wood
Murray
and
heat, good fireplace. 2 large porches. Range, refrigerator, and
Mayfield. Offered in
wood stave included. 20x40 and"
the mid $40's with
15x15 barns. Less than 4 miles
i
fruin
town.' Helier hurry! Price
assumable loan.
Phone 753-1222, Kop- gis tog ;29.soo.
STROUT RFALTY
perud Realty for
J.K. I. k1.1111.01 1 lirACr
Real Service in Real
1412 .ildwaier Hit
Est.ott'
Sos III,"
753-0186
4-UNIT APARTMENT
BUILDING
Good rate of return
44. Lots For Sale
on this 2 story, 4 unit
Beautiful lot, Anderson
rental property.
Shores, must sell $1700
Priced in the $50's.
502-886-6358
Assumable loan and
owner financing
Panorama Shores overlooking lake. Water and septic'
availabl.e,
tank in $6750. $750 down
reasonable terms.
owner finance balance at
Phone 753-1222, Kop10%. Call 753-5405.
perud Realty.

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. Serices Offered

49 lisedtai

43. Real Estat

Aluminum Sercce Co.
aluminum and vinyl sidmg.
work
custom
trim
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears For
tree estimates call 753231Q
Bob's Home Improvement
Service Remodeling painting cement work general
home maintenenace and inspections Free estimates
753-4501
Carpenter Service. New
homes. remodeling.
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood, quality work
Phone 753-0565.
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs
Choose from thousands of
durable scotchguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Dairy Queen 753-8085

1980 Vislkswagen
Rabbit, 4-door,
10,000 miles, A/C.
&5500.
HATCHER
AUTO SALES
753-4961
1972 Ford LTD stationwagon, a/c, trailer hitch
Michelins, new battery,
brakes, 88,000 $400 753
7744
1979 Grand Prix, 2-tone.
35,000 - miles, AM-FM
cassette, $5700. 7.53-8860
1973 Pontiac, excellent
condition, $800 firm Call
753-0219 from 9 to 5

1981 Pontiac Grand
Prix, Driver's Ed tor.
Special price!

COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers. Roto-tillers,
chain saws, expertly
repaired
Pickup and
delivery available. 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM
Concrete and block, brick
work
Basements.
41,
cellars,
porcryears experience 753-5476
Dale Spencer's portable
sand blasting and painting
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWFree
ING. References
estimates. Call Mike at 7538877.
Experienced carpenter
remodeling and additions
other
Will consider
work
miscellaneous
References. Call 759-4815

PURDOM
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
753-531 5
Ar

BOYD-MAJORS1
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
•'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

NICE HOUSE
AND 130 ACRES
Approx. 130 acres
with year round
creek, pond, 70 acres
timber, stock barn,
shed. Excellent cattle farm and 75%
fenced. Remodeled 2
bedroom home and
several picturesque
building sites.
Located on Hwy. 121
S. Call for details.
THIS AD IS
NO SUBSTITUTE
For a personal tour
of this like new,
outstandingly attractive brick home
located in Bagwell
Manor.
You'll
discover 3 large
'bedrooms, 2 full
baths, an allappliance kitchen, a
pleasant dining area,
that all-important
den with fireplace
and central gas heat
and air. Priced below
replacement
at
9,900.00. Call us
°day!!

753-8080

Hey! Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
have it! A
tract with 3
bedroom brick home, barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture. An additional
feature is assumable VA
loan With 'Sri-I-at
low.iiiiierrest rate. Let-as
show you a great investment. You'll be glad you
did. Priced in the $40's. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs, Realtors, 7531492.
Just what you've always
wanted!! How about a new
brick veneer, 3 bedroom. 2
bath borne with central heat
and air. loaded with lots of
extras, and located on 542
acres of land with just
enoUgh large shade trees
and just enough open land
for a good garden or
whatever, and what if it is
only a short distance from
town? And what if it is priced to sell quick? It is ALL of
these and we have it!!
75 Acre farm 7 miles SE of
Murray. Approximately 40
acres lendable land. 30
acres in good timber. Has 3
bedrooms, bath, full basement,fireplace,several outbuildings, pond, good well,
and tobacco barn. Call
Murray-Calloway County
Realty for mot* information.
,

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
304 N. Iffit St.
Murray, Ky.42071
loam Gera - 47e-2470
Preerice Noe -7S7-S 71S
Weise Siker - 7571401
Sbirley MiNirrol - 757-7043
terry greermaker, Aertioneter
753-5724
Roy A. IINIVIIS-11.14W

Established business, good
location, limited low interest financing available.
Consider trade for real ANIMIN/
estate. Call 753-4109.
THE BEST THINGS COME IN
SMALL PACKAGES. Small
OWNER SAYS SELL!
price, big value!! In town, 2
3 bedroom brick, 518
bedroom, $18,500. South
Broad St: Fireplace inof town, remodeled, 2
sert-stays with house,
bedroom. $21,300. East of
naturalism heat, very
town, 3 bedroom with
acreage, $17,100. Near
nice lot and more.
lake, 3 bedroom with 1
Shroat-Waldrop Real
$13.500. Look them
acre,
Estate, 759-1 707.
over. Now's the time to
Shroatbuy! Cali Spann Realty
Associates 753-7724.
- Waldrop

Real Estate
llocio Jeff Castor 731-1707

Once io a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds\of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the illusin of- a private
"estate" within the city
limits. From the 'entry hall,
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the 1°1091 dining
room and compact kitchen
with storage in every corner. On the second floor,
you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
it's own fireplace. This
home has the charm of
yesterday, the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered ..by CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs,
Realtors.
4 Bedroom, 2 bath,
brick veneer,'close t
town with a separate
24 x 30 garage
workshop on a 9/1
re lot. Col
eal Estate, 753891-.
7534996
up ,

1,1 ,, f

. -Ljamvx:T.T.I1 11.1

111

INVEST-,
MENT
Three bedroom brick
within walking
distance of the
University.
This
house could be good
investmeht property
as a rental, or would
be ideal for a young
couple's first home.
Price just lowered
$3000 to $32,000.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.
THE OLD
COUNTRY STORE
Lots of good property
and lots of good
memories go with
,this unusual listing.
Turn of the century
General Store with
all the old display
cases and Timmy old
furnishings included
in sale. Located in
old Altno, property
includes a full city
block. Ideal for
restaurant 'or any
type retail business
including its present
use as a General Store, $39,500. Phone •
Kopperud Realty,
7534222 for all the
details.
GOOD

46. Homes For Sale
By Owner: 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home. Wooded
lot/garden area, attached
greenhouse, and deck Well
insulated, central air, gas
-heat, and -wood stove 151.
1362 before 5 or 753-9866
after 5 pm.
By owner: 1505 Oak,. 3
bedroom brick, large den,
built-in kitchen. combination living room, lots of
storage, fully carpeted.
Must see to appreciate. Call
753-2378 or 753-9818.
Brick house. 2 years old, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, formal
dining room, large den, 2
car garage with concrete
drive, large patio with cedar
fence. House has many extras. See at 1809 Wiswell
Road or call 753-5287 or
753-0839 or 436-2935.
For sale by owner 2
bedroom brick duplex, central heat and air, gas heat,
stove, refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup, near
shopping and church. tow
$40's. 753-8631.
For sale.. Brick duplex,
located 400 S 6th St. Call
1-247-1459,

47. Motorcycles
For sale: 1975 Kawasaki
175. only 2350 miles, asking $545. Outstanding gas
mileage. Call 759-1303.
19784 Full dresser Harley
Davidson, black color, new
tires, new chain and
sprockets, brake linings,
and clutches, double light
bar, fish tail exhaust, full
chrome covers. Like new.
Paris, TN 901-642-2706
after 6 pm, or 901-4988963 days. A.L. Paschall.
For sale: 1979 OT-80 IW,
good condition, has had little riding. Call 753-6194 or
753-8298-after 53.0-pm.
1972 Honda 350 for $400
436-2450.
Honda 175, electric start,
and Honda 90. Call 7538670 after 5 pm.
1975 Kawasaki 500, $450.
Priced low to sell fast, must 'sell by end of month. Call
767-4756 between 1 lpm
and
lam, MondayThursday.
Suzuki 185 street bike,
electric start, luggage rack,
sissy bars, 1500 miles,
'4550. Call Steve 767-2978
weekdays.
650 Special, 1979 model.
Call 437-4341.
1979 Yamaha XS-1100
Special. Low mileage, must
sell. Call before 6 pm, 4928507.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
_black, less than 3000.
miles, $1800. Call 7594749 after 4 pm.
1978 Yamaha Enduro 175.
on and off road motorcycle.
Like new, only 2000 miles.
Two helmets included.
$650. 759-1814.

48:Auto. Services
and
Engine
429
transmission, still running
in car, $150 firm. Call 7530219 from 9 to 5.

49. Used Cars
1978 Buick Limited, loaded. 753-3632.
1972 Datsun 1200, good
shape. Call 753-7869.
For sale: 1975 Ford Grhn
Torino Elite. Power steering, windows, brakes', air,
and Cruise control. Call
753-33.76.

7
/
3
X 30

Lark.
$600. 2ifr
Studebaker
selil
Must
Gatesborough. 753-9620.

50. Used Trucks
1973 Ford pickup, low
mileage, standard shift
Call 753-6747 after 5 pm
1978 GMC short wheel base
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
shift, topper, AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas
mileage $3300 Phone
901-247-5439
1979 Jeep C1-7, white and
blue Renegade. low
mileage, one owner. New
tires and wheels, loaded
Excellent condition. Call
753-0207 after 5 pm

Expert car and home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865-

51.Campers
28 Foot travel trailer, selfcontained.Call 753-8072

Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for
Crownline 14 pleasure free .estimate for -your
needs.
boat. 65 hp Mercury motor
489-2602.
airplurniaing,
For
15 Fool Crosby bass boat_ onditin rung....paNtrag_roowith trailer, 50 hp Mercury mg. and carpentry. Call
motor. May be. seen at 753-9822
Darnell Marine, 94 East
Guttering by Sears, Sears
MARINE SERVICE Evinrude contmous gutters installed
- Johnson - Mercury, OMC per your specifications Call
Sterndrive and Mercruiser. Sears 753-2310 for free
Murray Sport & Marine estimate .
718 South 4th, 753-7400
General home repair.
Seamy 700, 15'2, 100 Carpentry. concrete work.
horse Mercury, and Pamco plumbing. roofing, siding,
trailer, in very good condi- window and door. installation. Free estimates
tion. $2500. 474-2708
No job too small. Call 47453. Services Offered 2359
or 474-2276
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING Heating, refrigeration, and
or vinyl siding and trim. electrical repair: Bob's
Alorninum trim -for brick Pefrigeratton 'Service.
houses. lack Glover, 153- Hazel. KY, 498-8370 or
1873.
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart

52. Boats and Motors

We do passports visas
alien registrations and
resumes.

I

Carter Studio
304 Main St 753 8798

1

WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating and
sealing
753 8163

Hutching Sales ituute 5
Box 2221 The only factory
authorized dealer for Filter
Queen sales and service in
this area Days 753-6068
nights 436-2367
Handyman will do the odd
lobs you have been putting
off, Call 753 3058 or 762
4352 after 5 pm
K & It Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only • sawnust and chips
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Licensed electrician and
gas installation heating installation and repairs Call
753-7203
MITCHELL BLACK TOPP I NG
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, root's sealed.
patio awnings. and hous'etype roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, lack
Glover.
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning shaping,
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536

AI'S Super Sell
South 4th Street
Murray
Complete Auto
Repair. free tube with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.

WM haul drIveway
rock and Ag lime ako hayr'
any type of brown or A Iv,
pea gravel Also do ha,. kti
work Call Roger iu!-yon
753-4545 or 1536763
Warning! [font read this
unless you're in need of
roofing carpentry, or electrical work New or repair
All. guaranteed Call be
753-9226 for free estimate
Wet basement' We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co Route 2, Box
409A. Paducah KY 4200)
or call day or night 1-442
7026
WrIl do lawn mower garden
tiller and chain saw repair
Quality work, pickup and
delivery available. Call 753
4162 or 753-9952 anytime
Willie's interior and exterior
painting, 13 years poj
perience free estimates
Phone before 8 AM or after
5 PM. 759-1867
Will mow yards, 1.5. yea.L,
experience. Call 753-A564
Will do yard work. odds
lobs, and hauling. Dependable and reasonable. Call
753-9834. WrOndaY.

Will do baby sitling in my home or
just watch child
for a short time
while 'mama' runs
to town. Call 4362598. Ask for
Judi.

Professional painting.
paperhanging, paneling
Commercial or residential.
20 year experience. Free
estimates! 759:1987
Professional painting, in---- tenor and exterior. 14 years 18 Years experience in
experience. Free estimates. bathroom and kitchen
work
work, brick
Call 489-2139 after 2
fireplaces, ceramic tile
Sharpen hand saws and Take adentage of fixing
skill saws Call 753-4656
your home while the craft is
Spraying, mowing. and available. Call James Ray
pruning. Call T & D LAND-. Hamilton. 753-9400
SCAPING. 436-2333
YATES ROOFING. 'Shingle
Scott Home & Business Im- roofs, new or re-roofing. old
-buoventertts-. -Corn-01-e-te--reof-removert. ierriaced. Or
remodeling, - signs, repaired, hot asphalt built
storefronts, decks, yard up roofs, metal roofs
work, light hauling, cement painted: roof coatings, and
work. Free estimates. low roll roofing. All types root
rates, guaranteed work. repair. References furnished 18 years experience all
753-5793.
work guaranteed Call -The
Small engine and Professionals-, 753-4596
mower repair.
,or 901-642-0158 collect
S. 641 Shell
51. Free Column
S. 1 70h St.
Free German Shepherd fTlix
753-9131 or
ed dog to good home .all
759,-1504
759-4037 in afternoon

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Acres.from Community Center)
Specializing in Senior citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
8-12753-3685
For Apilointment

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Aluminum Service Co.
911
General
Moms
Repair: Corpontery,
c•ncr•to work,
plonking, roofing,
siding, windows and
door installothin.
Free estimate!o
Oh too smell!

Colson
_Construction
474-2359

Aluminum and Vinyl Siding, Custodn trim work.
References. Call WM Ed Bailey, 753-0689

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983

Day
153 4150

or
474-2276

Loyd A. McClure

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches.
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite •
&.Pest Control
too S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

753-3914

Let Professionals
manicure your lawn.
and
Commercial
Residential landscaping and lawn
maintenance. Mowing, Pruning and
Spraying. Prompt
Service, Free
Estimates.

T&D
Landscaping

436-2333

Police
911

HUTCHNG
SALES
Route 5 Box 2221
The Only Factory
Authorized Dealer
For Filter Queen
Sales & Service
In This Area
Day 753-6068
Night
436-2367

Radio Cob
Company

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Conditioning Soles; Soles
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

Taxi Cab
Service

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS K CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

6 a.m.-Midnight
1 Days A Week

phone
753-5351
or 753-5352

•CIISION RIM FORMITINII
•CVSTIIM SW KRUM

coarans

753-S940
1212 MAIN
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LOW TAR • CAMEL QUALITY

a man belongs.

mg The Surgeon General Has Determined
rette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
8 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

